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Paul Zimmer
BACH
Six days a week my father sold shoes
to support us through depression and war,
nursed my mother through years of Parkinson'
loved nominal cigars, manhattans, long jokes,
never kissed me — always shook my hand.
Once he came to see me when a Brandenburg
was on the stereo. He listened with care —
the brisk melodies, symmetry, civility, passion.
When it finished, he asked to hear it again,
moved his right hand in time, would have
risen to dance if he had known how.
"Beautiful," he said when it finished,
my father, who'd never heard a Brandenburg,
eighty years old, bent and scuffed all over;
just in time he said, "That's beautiful."

BECAUSE I AM HEIR TO MANY THINGS,
warmth of dandelion, shamble of bear,
caution of inchworm, brain of flicker,
I was not surprised, when ankle deep
in drifts among the February woods,
I felt suddenly aroused by a sound
like a wooden spoon rattling a bucket.
It was just another brother, a grouse,
like an old man dreaming he is young again,
confused and drumming on a hollow log,
wishing for love in a preposterous season.
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Francesca Abb ate
FLOOD
Here is the city of desire, city without roofs,
city of mourning doves, of moon-colored tulips,
of rain on cement, rain drumming
on sewer covers, city of always, of the sudden
amplitude. The question on today's exam
is "The terrible doubt is also a terrible hope."
We write our answers in chalk on the black
and silver roads. We write our names
on the city walls: Melinda, Luisa, Porsche.
Etc. There is room enough.
The wind tugs at our shirt hems, it fills
our umbrellas, pulls us around like smoke.
My nails are soft, watery, and I can see
through my skin, I can see through it
what Augustine called the mass and weight
of misery. It is stone and flesh,
it is the part of us which bears witness
to the fog threading the mountains,
and which notes well, below it, the pale lines left
on the rock from so many floods.
The water stood there and there and there.
Habit is the fear of impermanence.
I raise my arms to show how far under I am:
the dark sky marked by thin, white clouds.
The geese climbing.
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DOLL HOUSE
I thought growing up meant I could live there.
I could choose: the attic murmuring its tiny threats
above me, the children, the smooth floors.
I set a backdrop of elms and mountains behind it, a garden
circling a stone birdbath and its own crooked dragonfly.
Oh, little Eden! In this life I keep arriving in the same place,
a street of six-flats, of yellow grass
breaking on the sidewalks, the sky March-colored,
a gray eggshell and the light a long way inside it,
inside another shell. Each moment is a house not
of my making, an idea I have to learn to inhabit.
That's me, twisting the miniature bathroom faucets
until they finally catch, brushing the infinitesimal
crumbs from the bed. I could lie here for hours, considering
the bat under the gutter. Can the bat hear the moon?
Can it hear me? Some nights, from my window,
a range of low clouds will disguise themselves as mountains.
It doesn't last. The world reverts to seeming less
than what it is, as if the unimaginable distances
of my life could be divided into the smallest increments.
As if it all adds up. I'm not hiding so much as wanting
to be found. There is a sound for this, a sound like listening.
I try to listen. I shut my hands over my ears.
Static. Little waves of leaf-echo, moth.
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LIKE BEGETTING
In the storm, the cloud that looked
like a sleeve skimming the lake
falls into the water, and the water
darkens, swallowing all the gray sand.
So it is with me. One thing leads
to another, and the natural world
seems to say that the wages of sin
is disappearance — awful because it's hard
to imagine the magnitude of nothing.
In the kitchen, if I stare at the diced onions
left on the cutting board long enough
I see March snow — white with a tinge of grass
showing through — then hills, then sheep,
then the song I am humming now
which is monotonous and green.
Ten miles west, there are towns
without roofs or power, but here the hail
strikes the windows faintly, not at all
as if it wants to get in. It reminds me
of my own incongruous longings.
It reminds me of the story so simple
no one notices it ends. I open the front door
to the smell of wet mint and dandelions
and in the darkness of the maple the crows
holding council, talking about what a good funeral
it was, and how everyone came. Parts of the yard
are in shadow. Parts are bright with rain.
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PROGRESS
I was there once. It was nightfall
when I crossed the bridge
over the river, and the river
gave off the smell of old stone
which is the smell of our gods,
of their worn faces in the museum's
small light. The sound they make!
It is the sound of the perpetual
sacrifice, of the mind trying
to be quiet. Even now something
is breathing in the disarray
of the peonies, and there —
in the plot where last month
the tulips stood like bright doors
to somewhere else. The yellow
and silver grass turns in the wind,
in the thickness and glitter of bees,
and the glasses left on the steps
during last night's party —
which is ongoing — sing
when the screen door shuts.
Yes, I am still here, sweeping
up the pale hair caught
in the floorboards under
the shadow of the maple.
But I am also remembering:
whole villages marched into the sea
and the green waves came in

W

to greet us. And I noticed,
in a clump of weeds
at the shoreline, a doll's head
marking our progress.
No, it is something smaller:
her black eyes burning.
It is difficult to imagine
another world.
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Jean Follain
BESIDE THE SEA
Some reefs bear precious names
the sea submits to the moon
the fisherman returns on foot
from the low tides
bearer of green crabs
in a dead-willow basket
when suddenly a girl cries out
leave me to my sorrows.
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TIME OF THE ATOM
In the time of the atom
blue flies drone
over the crater of the wild rose
someone goes out to hand-sow
buckwheat again
sexual urges
cross bare rooms
natural curls
fall against a graceful body.
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SLEEP
A book slips from his hands
when the farmer falls asleep
beneath vast sheets
in his dream, some women,
jealous,
wearing low-cut dresses,
wrestle for their happiness
in the middle of a garden
where on a pool's surface
an image quivers, a wall
and breasts lifted by breath
that seems measured on the scale
of silent beauty.

translated by Elizabeth Antalek
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Jennifer Atkinson
ST. MAGDALEN'S DAY
Green rustlings, more-than-regal disregard
Riffles the stiff, clean leaves of the laurel
Like cards — impatient under the glint and glower
Of moonlight and shifting cloudbanks.
The rain when it breaks breaks eight miles off:
Lightning faint at that distance like flashbulbs
— Blue-white — at a stranger's wedding. Passed over.
Untouched like Pharoah's daughters, like a fieldmouse
Under the owl's shadow, the great horned owl —
Silent, sated, sparing you out of indifference.
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THE FEAST OF THE ASSUMPTION
The worn velveteen of the stag-horn
sumac reddens and sours at the path's end;
evening flares and smoulders like a pine-knot torch:
Over the water or the east marsh
the bassline, its melody lost,
of some simple rock song thrums and thrums —
neighborhood kids in an open garage.
The imaged sky — moon woozy in a white fog,
stars arrayed to a moral purpose —
unfolds like a hinged triptych, a spectacle,
a huge drive-in movie screen lit up
before a distracted crowd. The marsh
beyond the sumac-guarded way to the farther
dunes bristles with reeds, tall and broken.
A mother's voice: Mary-Kate. . .Mary-Katherine, home!
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Sally Keith
THE SPACE BETWEEN

1.
There is the density of the crowd.
It doesn't matter which way the tourists are told
to go: inside them you become them.
The answer is: we don't know which horror is correct.
The moment has begun as a spring.
The people are leaning in.
In my mind, Barcelona is a row of green trees, a funnel
to the labyrinth, leading down to the sea.
A man worries over a woman drinking alone, over a woman
anxious to finally be alone.
It's Sunday and the church is packed.
I met one to escape the other. Mainly, we remember
the flame, the arms thick
with pointing. Restricted to the surface the architecture
is passing us by.
The leaves are red, are green, are gone.
In the dream I locked my jaw. It is real, though: everything
has been enlarged. The burning. Mass
has eliminated the part of worry that can be touched. The man
sits close to catch the woman's eye.
Mainly, we don't forget the flame: its quelling.

2.
There is the density of destruction.
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The building in Barcelona was burning. I remember the day
only in pictures. There is a certain horror: now
people are descending. In Vienna, there is a grocery store under
the ground, there is the opera only meters away.
The preacher's words keep moving.
The water was like whips, but compared to the flame: silent.
The women buying senimel will later go to the opera.
The man who designed the opera took his life, because it wasn't grand
enough. The arms are still pointing and thick.
The leaves are red, are green, are gone.
The situation presents itself: to know each other deeper. The day
that disappeared at the sea goes on, louder
than the dream. There is impossibility in this, if voiding
means burning. If time could be straight.
It's Sunday and the church is packed.
The Viennese women wear dresses made to deeply touch skin. The
opera
is over. They walk home watching themselves in darkened
shop windows, answering questions pondered by the silent city.
The mind
leaves itself on the street. The horror. We wouldn't waste it.
We watched the building burn into the ground.
3.
There is the density of the house next door.
Describing this may be more difficult. Down our dining room table,
like a stripe, in odd-shaped vases,
there is a row of tiny spring flowers. If this is an experiment,
I like this. Am left with it. Need it.
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The people keep leaning in.
I dream of summer feet on hard wood floors. Next door, figures
cluttered on the mantle, shoes muck the back hall
closet. The man buys the woman a book to watch a woman writing.
There is some need. The burning horror of a dream.
It's Sunday and the church is packed.
We have forgotten the expectations, the hollow sound we moved to
as children. The shards are crossing,
like frantic spotlights. The memory was such that no one
could write it down: our senses got lost there.
The leaves are red, are green, are gone.
Remember the building was burning. No, houses are burning,
too. Here, I mean.
You still don't understand? The old Hungarian woman
has a part
of the city step, hanging making an L with her cane. She is still
hanging. The burnt hole
in the roof of the first house brings us the abundance of
the next.
The next day brought us the first pile of shreds.
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Laurie Blauner
MAKING IT UP AS I GO ALONG

That's the wrong waist I tell her in dance class.
Where hands are unhinged like bad grammar,
color jumps out at me. The random yes
or no of everything. Morality swirls
its poodle skirt. Clouds outside the window
are attracted by their sameness and use night
to cover it up. Try mine. These heels
are killing me. The rose tattoo at her ankle
has no point, is a story without an
ending. My husband's rasping in the corner
sounds like crickets on a summer afternoon.
The less he knows the better. And I want to
tell her something about shoes, about the nature
of things until they make sense. My kind
of sense. But instead I say whatever appears in
my head like clouds are lurching toward

the river with their two-step, the body is
just water running through our fingers,
where did you get that rose? And I'm
thinking that what is wrong has already happened.
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A MOUTHFUL OF BOAT
True believers take time on its own terms,
water pirouettes, the stars' whereabouts
charted, the paperweight moon is
cumbersome. They want each other so much
it takes their breath away. The fleshy
sun above, angelic fish below,
a paroxysm of colors. They tell themselves
adjectives about dreams frenzied with
blood, about the start of a new century.
It's their place to be forgotten like
bumblebees and seasons or the occasional
naked tree. For the boat bones are mad
and eat fish. What can they do?
It's just the beginning. Birds rummage
in the air, toes of the ship
stain the water. They love what
they do not have yet: land,
how their beautiful selves speak,
trees waving like all the little gods.
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SETTLING
The laws of physics are elegiac,
crawling between lanky clouds,
explaining sky at the drop of a hat. But
I am not as easily swept away. Watching
fruit caress its bowl, apples fall with
their first question about gravity. I think
about suggestion, the subtlety of protons
and neutrons arranged in an onyx vase
full of wildflowers by your hospital bed.
Your hand reaches out, settles like a fish
at the edge of a pond. I miss motion, energy,
imagining a waiter balancing plates at a restaurant
in another part of this city. White, whiter.
The roses I bring are snowy, unfair. They
haven't known the length of your life, met
your work, studied the twists and turns of conversation.
What we talk about now is light lassoed
around the earth, a moth with tattered wings circling
a dark stain. I learned how heavenly bodies gesture
to one another about coincidence, about luck.
The moon whispers places to go, the sky
falling, your white bed studded with stars.
My roses drink the hospital water and you say
you don't need to know more than that.
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Camille Norton
AT THE CHINESE MUSEUM, LOCKE, CALIFORNIA
Of all the changes of language a traveler in distant lands must
face, none equals that which awaits him in Hypatia, because the
change regards not words but things.
— Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
A dead woman's trousseau. A baby's linen shoe.
Racks of rice bowls and ladles, tin pots, brass bells.
A bachelor's opium pipe, a gambler's nicked tiles.
Nobody's things, belonging to nobody now.
A girl's red quilted jacket, item 39,
mildewing on the aluminum hanger. Her letters home.
Sheet music from Canton, songs about snow.
The news from Sacramento, 1902, photographs
of field laborers and drowned brides.
Cook and Auntie in starched white jackets
caught between baskets of strawberries and asparagus.
Riverboats unloading corn meal, cotton, the bright clot
of blood in the water. The stench of cattle
and bodies from the lower deck.
The smell of sick in the canal.
Slow inland river, you sweet rot
of oranges, camelias, soil, shit
and A1 the Wop's Special,
your river gods go for eighty bucks a pop,
a pair of faux coolie pajamas, permanent press,
with I-Ching coin buttons and snap fly — for somewhat less.
At the Chinese School, in the bad light,
two pages of a primer, creased as goatskin
and blue with mold, translate signs into cursive.
The change regards not words but things
and not proper names but nouns
that neither wound nor shame you:
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money, waiter, fork, spoon.
Diction of the restaurant.
The children have disappeared.
The invisible uncles keep still.
They'll have nothing to do with you.
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EIGHT PIECES FOR GERTRUDE STEIN
there is no there there
in Oakland California
plums there are plums there
bees's bottoms fruit flies
when Ida comes then she comes
there where the plums lie
to be honey soon
sweetness splits where Ida sits
where Ida spoons
honey for baby
honey for bees and being
is enough maybe
mere being in time
no there there only this now
this glisten this shine
and listen Ida
six there are six senses
in this aria
cuckoo bird sings it
plum tree brings it stumbling down
ripe ripe ripe with it
light-riven girlspun
plum tree summer Ida me
Ida me Ida
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Heather Sellers
BIG QUIET SPACE IN THE BED FOR
ALMOST AN HOUR AFTER MIDNIGHT
The lover and I are lying squarely
on the queen-size bed. The covers are
not warm. We are not alone. The dog
has no pupils, he's all iris, prince, and pant,
his great grin dividing. What stands
between us? He's got that wild-eye look —
the rubber teeth showing. Like a mad red
thought, he will not get off the bed. And
we will not, either. Because we are talking.
Digging in our heels. The mattress
pushes my back like a terrible idea. I
feel like I am standing
up in the dead center of my life. Hello,
dog, uncalm. No, this is not relaxing
at all, is it. He will not look me in
the eye. You hate this, don't you, dog.
Discussion is no god you'd consider useful,
wise. Would it be bad to read the Atlantic article
on chaos now? I wonder, breathing.
The dog is like a boy balanced
on my stomach, tense paw on my heart.
A little spray from his mouth with each pant.
He's a brown box on my chest, with a rough tongue.
Please don't say like a car. The lover over
there is hard thoughts in a nightshirt, a separate
pant. No one with the gift of speech. In this bed
tonight, breath a soaking rain.
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Rane Arroyo
A DARK RAIN
One more sleepless night. The newest translation
of Dante doesn't get me snoring. No Z's.
English, you love your letters: the ABCs,
T-shirts, the F-word, the N-word, V for
victory. Bananarama's "Cruel Summer"
vibrates in my brain stem, guest with tambourine.
It's a weekend to remember one's dead;
the nation's ghosts are thrown wreaths of roses
as if lifesavers. A neighbor laughs — the frat boy
and not the retired soldier with oxygen mask.
It's good that youth exists. It's bad that it's not
mine. Y is that? A for apple. I'm tired of
counting the suicides of Russian poets
in this era, in this ear. Better to sit
in my underwear next to a drunk lover
looking at constellations on the white ceiling.
Transformation is a talent; for example:
the letter h is letters 1 and n mating.
Summer's first storm is here, a slow darkness.
Thunder climbs down awkwardly from some distant
rage. Lightning takes off its stovepipe hat before
entering this emptying room. I'm packing
for a new life in a new city. B is
for boy, buoy. One more bandage for a wound
that is my life. Three of the boxes are
manuscripts I'm to judge before June 15.
Most titles are plain: Bisexuality,
Wheel, Doors, Poems from the Twentieth Century.
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Ouch. Several of them have cranes: The Last Crane of
Midnight, The Crane's Lover, Cranes for a Far God.
Wait! Lovers whisper under my front yard tree,
a green umbrella I cannot take with me.
It's so dark now that I can't see the M in
either of my palms: M for muerte, the death
begun at birth. I love how humans hum with
energy so I'm troubled by Dante fainting
throughout purgatory. Poor Virgil,
a one-man ambulance, always having to
pretend astonishment at Dante's foolishness.
That bolt just bit something north of here,
Thor's backyard! A heavy rain now, the tears of
the cosmos as cargo. When it rains after
midnight, the world shines like a wet kiss. Thank God
I put on a new roof which I've enjoyed one year.
I say goodbye to that debt. Someone's car alarm
feels threatened by the flood and so it's singing
in the fat dark. It's being turned off by a naked
neighbor. Books to pack, some to sell to
Twice-Loved Books on Market Street, but not Dante's
picnic in the pianissimo. New gutters
will prevent this Niagara Falls by my window.
The marijuana smokers on the third floor nest
across the street are awake so I pull down
the shades so they can continue to believe
they are alone. Who isn't alone tonight?
Boris Slutsky (1919-86) writes:
"a sailor brings/ Tattoos of purple to our landlocked
/ Landlubber's locality —" I open
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the dictionary to the word thrum, tonight's
password. Perhaps Dante will bore me soon and
I can sleep, but no. Even Satan's asshole
is a spectacle. Rain slides off the letter V
upside down, the letter beloved by architects.
I'm sliding off my version of the world.
In Inferno, it rains sulfur — what a mess,
what a shine. I go to sleep in this red city
of my constant losses by listening to this
dark rain seeking refuge in eyes after eyes.
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Billy Collins
SCOTLAND
It was a weekday afternoon, around two,
the hour some drinkers call the Demon,
and I was possessed by the feeling
that nothing had really changed for me
since childhood,
that I was spinning my wheels in a sandbox,
or let's say that I had been pedaling
around Scotland since 1941,
on the same maroon 3-speed Raleigh bicycle —
that I had begun my life
with clips on my trousers,
pushing off by the side of a garage,
throwing a leg over the crossbar,
then crunching down a straight gravel path.
And now, near the end of the century
I was still moving over the same
wind-shocked hills, sheep holding on for dear life,
and my terrier curled on a tartan blanket
in my large wicker carrier basket.
All my pedaling has been done in silence — my drug —
except whenever I came to an intersection —
a birthday, a wedding, a death —
and then I would ring the bell on the handlebar.
Otherwise, I kept my thoughts to myself,
thoughts of rhetoric and the physical sciences
whenever I had to strain uphill
bending under a stiff wind.
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and when I reached a rise and coasted down,
I thought of nothing
but the encrofted cows, and the low hovering clouds.
God knows what I must look like by now,
my shoulders slumped
my face saying the end of the world is coming
which it will soon enough for me,
bringing all my pedaling to a close,
easing the pressure of my thumb on the silvery bell.
Then I will dismount, swinging
a leg over the crossbar, standing on one pedal
while the bike slows to a stop
and falls over on its side with me under it,
all the traffic whizzing by
and a woman in a drab raincoat walking over to see.
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IDIOMATIC
It is a big question to pose so early in the morning
or "in the light woven by birds,"
as the Estonians say,
but still I must ask what is my place in life?
my "seat on the invisible train,"
as they say in Hungary.
I mean why am I just sitting here
in a lawn chair listening to a thrush,
"the little entertainer of the woods,"
as the Swiss call him,
while out there in the world
mobs of people are rushing over bridges
in and out of the cities.
Vegetables grow heavy in their fields,
clouds fly across the "face of the earth,"
as we call it in English,
and sometimes rockets lift off in the distance —
and I mean that quite literally,
"from the top of the table" as the Portuguese have it,
real rockets rising from the horizon,
or "the big line," if you're an Australian,
leaving behind rich gowns of exhaust smoke,
long, smooth trajectories,
and always the ocean below,
"the water machine," as the islanders put it —
everything taking place right on schedule,
"by the clock of the devil,"
as our grandparents were fond of saying.
And still here I sit with my shirt off,
the dog at my side, daydreaming —
juggling balls of cotton," as they like to say in France.
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Jon Loomis
TOURISTS
The Pilgrims landed here in 1620, camped
five weeks, then sailed off to Plymouth —
the first tourists. Month of rain,
no wonder they left — dune grass draggled,
the sea pitched and pale. Month of rain.
Each day I zip my body on again,
feed the neighborhood cat
outside, under the eaves (everything drips —
picnic table, cedar trees, someone's yellow shirt
abandoned on the line). There is no country
more profoundly dreary, Thoreau said,
after his long walk — tip of the continent's
curly tail, nothing to eat but salt-cod and beans.
Narrow country. Country of rain.
Out in the garden, the dead sunflowers
shudder and lean — black bones of August,
a nuthatch picks at their drooped heads.
Like them, when we're dead
we're not really dead — or so the Book
of Terrible Promises promises. In two months
the seals come back to Herring Cove, haul out
on the beach — a dozen thick-furred yams.
The sand eels come back, the coots,
the humpback whales — fluke silhouettes
in the green distance. But not us —
we're off to the afterlife in our white suits,
to sip our cocktails of light. Remember
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that country? we'll say. Country of rain,
where the living tend their small fires.
Nice place to visit. Nice place,
except for the weather, the people, the food.

OVID IN FLORIDA
All the day the sky burned clear and blue
as propane — too hot to think, too hot
even in the a.c/s chilly wheeze.
Now the wind's picking up. Across the street,
the sick banana tree flaps its green ears.
Nobody writes anymore. Nobody calls —
the City rattles off with its rusty shopping cart
forgets you the moment you leave.
Tornado light. Dark skyline of clouds
in the west — the first fat drops of rain
ring like spent shells on the car port.
The neighbor's parrot cackles and shrieks
from their porch — some days it says hello,

hello, and I hope it's talking to me.
Lightning jabs the ballfield with its bent fork.
The rain falls as if it will never stop, and then
it stops. Out on the walk, a hornet stings
a spider the size of a woman's hand,
which quivers and wilts. Sit still around here
and something will get you —
even the houseplants look hungry,
even this flamingo-colored sunset
erupting over the chemical plant,
the cooked lawn's ascensions of steam. . .

Angela Ball
ALMOST A VOICE
Listen as slowly as you can.
Your skin doesn't say.
No word from the window blinds,
nor the man resembling a beef stew.
Nor the storm that shook February
by the shoulders,
cold-cocked March,
nor the goldenrod come up again
with a start, nor a river's dawn nor an ocean's night
flaunting their own laws,
nor today, deep and velvety
with reams of sombre light.
There's a fifth season
floating above all the others,
full of permanent separations
and troubles that have gotten bored with us;
full of My uncle was, My mother was,
I was.
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ORDINANCE SURVEY
What a county owns: Caves, the first and last
of nothing; rocks that rolled downhill
once, and stuck.
A boy compelled to walk at night
and look through strangers' windows,
a "peeping tom"
whose mother tries to stop him
with her own body.
A fourteen-year-old girl
who after her baby is born begins
to count the barbs in wire
so she won't kill the small one who's here
to eat her heart.
She remembers a car ride past a row
of flickering slender trees.
"Poplars, for a wind break," her mother said.
The car went on and on and didn't stop.
Where are all of them? No one's looking,
not the dark's greased wheels,
the pond's musty inverted tent, the woods'
leaves drowning
in leaves, a dry ocean,
not the bleached grasses,
the paths stumbling downhill,
the trotting animals, the bare hand strewing feed, the
salt block's gleaming skull next to the trough,
the gate that hangs on its hinge,
caught in the act
of closing and opening.
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Eugenio Montale
ARSENIO
Dust devils of wind throw dust up
over the roofs, eddying through the empty
spaces, where hooded horses
nose the ground, tethered in front
of the glistening windows of hotels.
Onto the terrace that faces the sea, you descend
on this day
now rain-swept now sun-fired, in which it seems
the hours tick off all alike into an equal confusion,
a refrain, the same old song, of castanets.
It's the sign of another orbit: you follow it.
You descend to the horizon overhung
by a lead-colored waterspout high over its vortex,
more vagrant than it is: salty cloud-shower
and maelstrom, blown back by the untied
elements to the clouds; let your footsteps
crunch on the gravel, then trip yourself up
in the tangle of seaweed: that moment,
perhaps, so long awaited, is the escape
from your journey's end, link
in a chain, unmoving movement, all too familiar
ecstasy, Arsenio, of immobility . . .
Listen among the palm fronds to the quivering spurt
of violins, cut short when thunder rolls
with the wah-wah of struck sheet metal;
the storm is sweet when
it throws up the Dog Star, white
in the blue sky, and the night that is so near
seems far away: if lightning cuts it,
it branches like a precious tree
inside the light that sunsets: and the kettledrum
of the gipsies is its fading-away rumbling.
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You descend into a descending darkness
that changes the noontime into a night
of lit lamps strung out on the shore line —
and out there, where a single shadow gathers together
sea and sky, acetylene torches throb
from a few boats in its belly —
until a few hesitant drop
fall from the sky, the ground steams as it takes them in,
everything swashes around you, soaked awnings
flap, an immense rustle scrapes
the ground, and down to the streets
go the limp, hissing paper lanterns.
Thus, lost among wickerwork and drenched
reed-matting, a reed yourself dragging
your roots behind you, slimy, never
svelte; you tremble with life and lean toward
an emptiness resonant with suppressed
cries, as the lip of the old wave you turn to
swallows you again; and again,
everything that takes you back, street portico
wall mirrors fixes you in a single
frozen multitude of the dead,
and if one gesture touches you, one word
falls next to you, that, Arsenio,
in the dissolving hour, perhaps is the sign
of a strangled life emerging for you, and the wind
carries it off with the ashes of the stars.

HOUSE BY THE SEA
The journey ends here:
in the petty cares that split
the soul, which doesn't know which way to turn.
Now the minutes are as regular and fixed
as a pump wheel.
One turn: water comes up with a rush.
Another turn, other water, different creaking.
The journey ends at this beach,
tested by slow, assiduous waters.
Nothing's revealed but lazy sea mists
veiling and unveiling over the sea-troughed
coast line: and rarely
do crested Corsica or Capraia appear
in the dumb calm
among the migrant islands of air.
You ask if everything vanishes like this,
in this thin mist of memories;
if in the torpid hour or in the breaker's
sigh every destiny is carried out.
I'd like to say no, that near at hand's
the hour when you will pass out of time;
perhaps only those who wish it can become infinite,
and one of them could be you, who knows, not I.
I think that for the many there's no salvation,
but someone always spoils every design,
breaks clear, and finds what he wants to be.
Before I give up I'd like to show you
this way out
frail as sea-foam or sea-walk
in the rumpled fields of ocean.
I give you also my mean hope.
Too tired, I don t know how, in the coming days, to grow it:
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I offer it as pledge to your fate, so you can escape.
The road ends on this shore
eroded by tide-wash and tide-wipe.
Your nearby heart that doesn't hear me
already, perhaps, weighs anchor for the eternal.

translated by Charles Wright
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]ane Cooper
THE RIVER IN ALL LIGHTS, FROM AN UPSTAIRS WINDOW
The river in all lights, from an upstairs window:
The river sometimes like a ribbon of blood.
The river with water hyacinths, blood-brown stems
and lilac heads, iron rusting to blue.
The river blue on blue under the sun.
The river nicked with white as the wind rises.
The river darkened to steel, with copper glints,
or elephant-blue under a thunderous sky.
Now the horizon is lost, the opposite shore
lost as the river roils and mirrors itself.
Now there is only a ribbon of glistening mist
we call the river. Now there is only sky.
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Claire Malroux
from A LONG-GONE SUN
"IN VIOLET CIRCLES . .
In violet circles
the school bell
calls us back at dusk
from the allotment garden
my father plants and tends not far from the village
Identical others unroll
their vegetable beds
on ground flat as a swamp
There, children play forbidden games
exploring their uncertain borders
in huts of wild reeds
Coming from who knows where
bats begin
their zigzagging flight
Proud garlic blooms hoist themselves on spindly stems
violet tears at the edge of their lashes
as if the bell had drunk their color
before calling us into the shadows
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"YEARS LATER, AFTER THE WAR . .
Years later, after the war, my grandmother
bends down over a pile of shoes
looking for the most comfortable pair
among those stacked in a corner of the garage
All kinds of things are kept in that enclosure
which serves as a storage space
an always-cool pantry opening into the kitchen
A table pushed against a wall
holds a quantity of foodstuffs
Onions (my grandmother will bite into one
raw, like a fruit, as she passes, or after dessert)
lie alongside prunes
the glimmer of radishes mingles
with potatoes' ashy skins
The cupboard, which is also full to bursting,
spills over with fragrances even if
since the little girls outgrew their childhood
it no longer holds bowls of fresh milk
covered with a thick skin
yellow and crackled
which they used to spread on crusty bread after school
nor the flans, semolina cakes, gold-crusted pies
My grandmother sighs: it's her day to visit
her sister, a widow like herself
owner of a house ringed by vineyards
on a sandy stretch of land outside the town
now rapidly being built up
She must go out there
walk a mile-and-a-half or two
so she can once again compare her lot
with that of her family's other branch
The master-mason's trade
practiced by her nephew
will always seem much more desirable to her
than that of her two schoolteacher daughters
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or at least than her son-in-law's last employment
It was also on that modest property
that she first met my grandfather
Is she making a pilgrimage?
She's put on her shoes
is about to push open one side of the garage door
That storeroom with its ranks of shelves
where fine wines were once laid down
is like a seashell closed on emptiness
since its occupant, the car,
disappeared with its driver
But the owner of the Citroen 11CV
was not laid to rest in a cemetery
but in the sandy anonymity
of the soil of western Germany
towards which another black Citroen took him
before the rail convoys
from Fresnes to Neu
Orianenburg

Bremm

Sachsenhausen

Bergen-Belsen

This garage was only a dream of progress
shattered against the wall of history
My grandmother was, in a sense,
the chosen witness to this tragedy
an impotent witness and, as always,
present against her will
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"WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE SOMBER HOURS . .
What do we know about the somber hours
my grandmother spends in tete-a-tete with my father
when, in secret, he comes back across the border
between occupied and Vichy France
We know of one episode
which almost ended tragically
The two of them are in the kitchen
sitting in front of the radio
My grandmother has just removed the yellow cozy
with its gay tangle of flowers
A broadcast from London?
Perhaps my father has spread out some papers
on the table, cleared of dinner dishes
He has made the long journey on his bicycle
and, fit as he is, he feels tired out
Wine, food, drowsiness
And since she has been, despite herself, more isolated
my grandmother has lost some of her vigor
Finished, now, the comings and goings of visitors
the perpetual parade
of an extended peasant clan
come into town to market or to a fair;
the procession of all the old-age pensioners:
my grandfather's old bakery worker
who came every day to play beJote
and, after his friend's death
still visited his widow every day
Three (or four or five) o'clock
those old church-school boys would sing out
when they heard the clock ring the hour
remember that we are
in the holy presence of God
Map Jesus live in our hearts forever
so the card game seemed
like a sacred rite;
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the retired Paris policeman
a centaur, half-man half-bicycle
with bicycle clips always attached to his pants-legs;
the ex-postman who'd lost an arm in the first war;
the procession of voters
besieging my father with requests
War has changed people's habits
Transportation is difficult
they stay home
Close friends have died, are dying
The current of life
bypasses the emptied house's island
All the more reason to enjoy the rare
conviviality of that winter evening
The gas stove is turned on high for heat
Movements become fewer, draw themselves out
My father, with a last burst of energy
throws open the kitchen door
A gust of freezing air rushes in just when
they would have sunk into unconsciousness
They would have been found, inert, in the morning
My grandmother would have escaped
a slow slide towards a solitary death
My father would have been victim of this personal
gas chamber, not of collective dysentery
in a German concentration camp
What guardian angel was watching over them
what demon?
translated by Marilyn Hacker
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D. Nurkse
AT MOUNT ZION
If I make myself still
the voices will pass through me
baffled and feast
on the things of this room
calling the night glass
fool and the light switch
faggot.
Little dusty knickknacks
that I failed to care for
on my journey from home:
snapshot of a child
foxed at one corner,
frayed silk rose
with a rigid serrated leaf,
key, tiny mirror...
Tarnished now, eddying
in the whirlpool of judgment:
Bad mirror... stupid rose...
All night I hide
at the confines of my body,
no defense, no resistance,
one finger to my lips
to keep me from answering.
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MAIDEN VOYAGE
My father made me
a paper boat
and I watched trembling,
certain he would fail.
Victory
but it took all my faith
to see tiny funnels,
a hull, bulwarks,
and in the fine print
portholes, children
waving farewell.
He set it on the Vistula
and the current took it
filling and darkening
toward the Baltic.
I ran along the towpath
shouting Come Back.
When I looked behind me
my father was tiny
and flickered at the edges,
toy hands cupped
around a missing mouth.
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Andrea Hollander Budy
HOW IT IS DONE
You go inside, take off your shoes,
enter the room everyone else believes is too dark,
open the small drawer of the ebony desk
your father brought back from his year in Japan
with its carved heads and torsos of dragons and serpents —
so many your mother sent it to the cellar.
You take out the pen and the bottle
of India ink, black as the dragons' ebony eyes,
then from the back the sheaf of paper, so white
it is new snow against the window the day
the power lines were downed by the storm.
For a long time you look through that window,
and finally make your way out of that room,
that house. You walk without considering the hidden
existence of sidewalks or the earless streets. You are careless.
You tunnel through drifts or climb them,
and you keep on like this until it snows enough
to hide your way back, as you are doing now,
one word at a time.
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Bill Rector
ARS POETICA
The last patient undoes his death by telling me he already died on
the operating table. His eyes he says opened to luminosity with¬
out figures. He says that: luminosity without figures. This in a
man without any education to speak of. He has on a miner's hat.
The lamp is flickering. There is rain in his eyes. Forget the miner's
hat. Remember it. Young clouds are informed the sky where they
live was once empty, black. A cloud school is very informal. After
a long time, a sea. Prints of bare feet remarkably like our own
cross limestone at the bottom of a gorge and disappear. The plain
below is littered with scalpels, mattresses, dead batteries. The
anesthesia I use just keeps talking and talking. A man descends
on a platform outside my window and begins to wash it. I bend
over my poem. My scattered note-poem. My wooden doodling.
Each of us pretends the other isn't there. He is more successful. I
am one more transparency in a long line. There are green and red
snakes on his arms. What an artist with the squeegee! Swish,
swoosh, figure eights, no smears, no lines.
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OK, LET ME TELL YOU WHERE I'M COMING FROM,

not where I am, that's always changing. The therapist who<

show runs from two to four wants to throttle a blond voice wit

brown roots. I more than understand. I punch a button. Anothe

— Politics or sports? Politics. At least I think. Today is the deat

penalty. A voice from North Carolina slow as syrup wants to tal

about the "premises" of the host of the show. Paranoids live i

small windowless rooms listening to the radio talk to them. Tb

host laughs, wise, cynical. The man in the car next to me at tb

light grins, then sees me looking at him. Premises are "whei

you're at." The light changes. The caller stammers. The man i
the other car squeals away. His words can't keep up with h

thoughts. This is an everyday problem for him. He just needs t

slow down, not get excited, think what if he was the one wh

killed somebody? But the host has already cut him off and gon

to Bill who's been waiting an hour on a car phone in South Bene

Indiana. What do you know? Bills everywhere today. A star ap
pears on my windshield. I drive straight into it.
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Ralph Burns
BOYISH
I knocked three teeth down
the bulldog's throat, I know
by the way he choked
as I rattled clear of the fence,
my belly full of green peaches,
the sky riding changeless
oxytones, the gray nettles
stuck to my trouser legs.
Rocks and tree roots clogged
Bowman Acres and dead water
rose along my ankles. What is it
now in the door slamming
and floors shaking that resonates
so that someone seems always
to be leaving? Dark daylight hammers
on the roof until the house topples.
I knocked three times.
The dog raced along blue water,
picked up a bike chain and tossed it.
A water cooler pumped air
and water backward into
a dream of bluegrass.
I picked up a chair and knocked
the dog in the head, one tooth
hanging from a dark red
strand like a dragonfly.
Returning now I ask the clouds
for caution. I lie in state in a rubber raft
with gin balancing a coaster.
Cicadas vibrate, bats loop
and surrender. When the radio voice
rises in the lawn next door
I decide I am no longer young.
Highwater fear, I can see
my plunder, though I never
was there, or anywhere.
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Richard Denting
DESCANT
Rain against
the tarmac, its clumsy, lyric moans,
is a concertina.

A woman in a black hat turns the corner, then nothing els<
Nothing happens. Happening: happens
stretched out like a beautiful woman's veil as it slips

out of sight around the corner of a building. Or a beautiful man';
Or a beautiful woman's. An old song, itself, that
will not declare.
And imagine the one who sees the woman,
the hat,
the veil, then does not see her,
stays up nights translating

Paris Spleen into Portuguese.

Rein n'egale en longenr les boiteuses journees, the person will think
later, but in Spanish while remembering
the click of the woman's heels,
counting each uneven
rise and fall. It is a type of mathematics: geometry of
forgetfulness. Articulate
vanishings. The weight of failure measured out in tin cups.
Here's another. Glenn Gould groans
the melody as he plays Bach's two part
inventions. Exercise in allegory: the right hand
will be desire, thus,
the left hand — consolation, the keys
a woman in a black hat
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turning a corner. Now the notes are short-haired
boys; he loses the tempo. The music grows
wrong, milk begins
to spoil. Gould stands up,
his suit moist
with the smell of overripe nectarines (their smooth
skin splitting
open) which he keeps
in his coat pocket. What does he say? His hand
moves across his eyes. He bows, walks
offstage. Memoria
memoriae. Only saints,
someone in the audience will whisper, get
lesions as angry as red wasps.
The sensuous marries
moment with memory. Permanence worries,
composes itself into corners:
<AB, <BC, etc., you know
the rest. Places where things
touch, cling like orangey pulp slicking
Glenn Gould's fingers after the recital.
The erotics of remembering in right angles.
Coitus memoriae. But the woman
in the black hat? An old song that
still will not say, like the cantus
firmus that drifts down from an abbey,
and lays its long dark name
across the face of the water.
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To begin with
something was missing, something
silver you could see glinting like a parenthesis
beneath the surface of the lake. Or like an eyelid.
An embouchure for the mind's returning.
Sparrow-chatter fills fictive trees and all
origins are again indecipherable.
Once more, rubato.
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Thorpe Moeckel
NOW THE YELLOW BREECHES
Now the Yellow Breeches,
that sweet-teaed tributary of the Susquehanna, splints the light
desire-ways, it turns —
wet supremacist —
on the soft satisfactions of silt.
Now it runs on
in rivulets, ladling
its sprawl, its trenchant vinegar
through the undercanopy,
through the fox grape and catbriar.
One fragrance, one craving, one limestone octave
after another,
the Yellow Breeches blossoms
against the cement retaining wall,
foamlicked & fungal, a few
long stones, underneath,
transomed, as if a reflection
of the south bank, where
trees divide field from spackled sky, where ducks
on the mud-slick berm prance
leary & awkward
in their orange boots. Mercy
how the Yellow Breeches urges its lips
against the elder's garnet plumage,
how it savors, how it enchants,
its tongue maternal and humungous
with glee; mercy, Lord
have mercy, how it slivers past.
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how the Yellow Breeches
sands down its keel, bevels
and wraps its ribs around answers
nobody's found the question for.
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SHOUT OUT
This is a shout out to the only rap show
this side of the Susquehanna, a shout out
to P-Man for mixing Nas with Wu-Tang,
the new one by the Gravediggaz
with Tupac, 'Lil. Kim, & Big E. Small.
So props to the records, stacked like mica,
the CDs diesel and sedimentary on tables,
speakers, floors; props to the haywire
of input, output, knobs that slide,
dial, click; props to the flyest,
bombest, off the hookest sampling
of ghetto life in this cowpatty on fieldstone
of a town; mad props
to the requests pouring in,
props to the white bread farm kids,
the Army War College kids, to all
the relocated sons and daughters who
white, black, pink, green wish they were blacker,
who dress up in Timbs, Tommys, DLO, Fubu —
citified fatigues — all the blow
blowhards who are afraid & therefore
not afraid to puff a blunt & get hype,
who aren't urban but have urban hormones,
have 14-year-old beeper-wearing, AK-toting,
crack-selling pipsqueeks for hormones
marketing the latest in down-n-out attitude, the newest
in pseudo-revolutionary, consumer-as-gangster fashion
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through the shopping malls
& Yo MTV Raps of their veins
peace out, kid, for real.

Ronald Wardall
PATSY CLINE
On the radio Patsy Cline forgives her man again
for all the good it'll do.
The gas is low and the light on the speedometer
a long time dead.
I'm following the curve of the white line
between columns of ghost trees,
the headlights brush against them
like the sudden intrusion of indecent hands,
all windows open, sailing the night
over mile on mile of dead rabbits like soft stones.
I'm thinking of the nights at home, of symphonies of croaking frogs
and swimming past the white rope
where Peggy drowned.
She was so good in the water, even with a cramp
she must have fought for a long time in the dark.
Winters I expect to hit ice
hidden in the shadow of a curve,
or on a perfect summer night
meet a drunk head-on.
Last fall at the bottom of the arroyo, we found Elizabeth, the lost bride,
her head all alone in the buick's back seat,
her little blue cap still pinned in place, her face doll perfect.
No one ever found the guy who'd taken off
with the stop sign.
I had this taste on my lips,
like rust.
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YOU SAT UNDER AN ELM

You sat under an elm writing a letter in your diary with a stub of penc
"June 3,
Cold Harbor,
I was killed."
The smoke still drifted across the field, and the elm, bewildere
every leaf shot off.
You were the kind of boy who before battle, given the chance, wou
have pinned your name on scraps of paper inside your shirt,
on your cartridge belt, under your bed rol
inside the sweatband of your cap, so
unless a shell made you into birdseed,
your mother would know.

Waiting under the Virginia sun, you watched the blades of wild gra:
flick from green to silver, back to green,
and that afternoon in the breeze coming

across the grass from the hills, you becamt
plain as the sole of a shoe,
your last breath durable as dirt.
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Charles Simic
IN THE RATHOLE
A street of madhouses.
Each one with a backyard swing,
A smoking barbecue pit.
And someone like you or me
Down in the hole
Kneeling with a clip-on halo
Before a baited trap
*

Roll the bones on the floor.
Cramped as it is.
There may be a life-size crucifix
Towering over my words.
Or there may be nothing at all.
Just the raging winds.
The thunder and lightning shows
Of the coming century.
The evils of the world buzz in its favor.

Whose foot is on the stairs now?
Who mounts whispering the soul is to be found
In the crack between time and eternity?
Who sneaks a peek in the round mirror
In the love bird's hooded cage?
Fleck of soot tumbled out of a chimney,
Jailhouse floor-sweeping.
Dust-mote suicide floating in the sunlight.
If you have the eyes for the hidden.
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You'll be the judge yourself
How close being comes to nothingness.
*

Take it easy, greasy.
This may be the dark dive at road's end.
Where your own heart is being served cold
In devil's dressing.
Old time visionaries may have left behind
A broken toy or two
Strewn here and there on the floor.
A fire-engine with a few wails still left in it
For you to trip over on the way to the can.
st-

Playing hide and seek with myself.
Night and day seeking some circumspect way
To sneak up to the hole
And take a peek at the one peeking out.
A small figure seen through the wrong end of a telescope
Packing good and evil in his head like sticks of dynamite.
My tongue's the burning wick, sweetheart.
I'm sporting an orange fright-wig already and so will you.
*

Ever in dispute with all and everything.
Climbing on the roof tonight for a tete-a-tete
With the starry sky.
A lit butt in each rat fink's face
In that floating crap game.
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Fellows, I'm an orphan of this century's wars.
Every night I cover my eyes with a different black armband.
The hangman's long, long rope
Makes the world swing over the abyss.
*

I'm catching on, boss.
Mum's the word.
The voluptuous thrill of being nothing
Must be something, eh?
It's 2 A.M.
I only have the phosphorescent green light of my wristwatch to
see by.
"Loco Metaphysico," someone calls over my shoulder,
"The house always wins.
The madhouse made of cards."
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AFTER ALL
William Matthews, After All: Last Poems (Houghton Mifflin, 1998)
Take care of yourself, we sometimes say to one another, part¬
ing. We generally mean Stay out of trouble, knowing the various
sorts of trouble the world can unexpectedly foist upon us. We're
talking about the future. Nobody says Take care of your past.
I lived in a small town once with a woman who constantly
revised herself. I didn't know her well, but that was apparently
well enough to be informed, meeting her on the street or in a shop,
of her latest efforts. "I'm a completely different person!" she
would exclaim happily at the end of each report. "Forget the
Gwen you used to know." Her casual abandonment of her histo¬
ry, her former selves, struck me as a subtle form of suicide. It's
simplistic to say that she's the opposite of William Matthews, but
something about her is opposite to something about him.
For among Matthews' unusual gifts was the ability to keep
track of himself over time, to recover his former selves whole — not
only their time and place but their hopes, their dreads, the emo¬
tional color of their landscapes. Their troubles, of course, whatever
they were, were not the source of poems but merely occasions for
them. Remembering, Matthews knew, is a creative act. In the title
poem of his sixth book, "A Happy Childhood," he says it this way:
There's no truth about your childhood,
though there's a story, yours to tend,
like a fire or garden. Make it a good one,
since you'll have to live it out, and all
its revisions, so long as you all shall live. . .
In an essay in Curiosities called "Moving Around," Matthews
describes his early concept of a poem as a snapshot, one signifi¬
cant moment framed. Soon he wanted to write another kind of
poem.

Little of life organizes itself into symbolic moments. And

symbolic moments may distort as much as they summarize; in-
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deed, they may distort by summarizing." He wanted to capture
something more complicated, having, to do with time and mem¬
ory and the stories he had to "tend" and that tended him. He con¬
tinues, in the essay, to describe one of the first poems he wrote
that pleased him in a sustained way:
The man in the poem is in one place, at one time, but he
carries his childhood with him, his schooling, his ado¬
lescence; no snapshot can do that. ... He is with those
central images and myths about his own life that im¬
pede and enliven him. ... I speak of him as "him" be¬
cause he is not me. He clearly shares certain crucial situtations with me. . . . But when I am done with a poem I
walk away from it; he stays in it. In many of my poems
he does not apppear, or appears disguised as others.
Matthews is one of the poets who happily uses autobiograph¬
ical material because it is given to him to use but who is alert to the
fact that when it enters a poem it is no long autobiography but art.
In fact that's also true of "Moving Around," which is the closest
thing to an autobiography he wrote and which, of course, isn't one.
Halfway through the essay he glances back at the reader to say
Some people like to tell about their lives, but that's not
what I mean to do here. I'm interested in the biography
of some images, some collisions between my emotional
life and the language that binds me to others.
The past is contained in the present, but some of each is fictional,
or what's an imagination for?
One of the rewards of reading Matthews' work as a whole is
seeing how much he developed, how years of the practice (in
both senses) of his art allowed him to arrive on the pages of the
later books with an engaging combination of careful thought and
spontaneity. Such development is not as common as it sounds. All
poets get older, but not all get better, at least not in such a para¬
digmatic way — as if Matthews were a verb inflecting himself
from past to future. Some, like Mary Oliver or Sharon Olds, find
a territory and stick to it; others, like W. S. Merwin or Louise
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Gluck, reinvent their style so completely every few books that it's
difficult to recognize an overall direction. From Matthews we
have a record, beginning with Ruining the New Road in 1970, of a
poet who deepened, who developed his gifts of intellect and wit
and technical dexterity. The later five of his ten books of poems
— A Happy Childhood (1984) through Foreseeable Futures, Blues If

You Want, Time and Money and the posthumously published After
All — give us a poet who has trained himself to become at ease
with the process of discovering who he is on the occasion of a
particular poem. “Originality does not consist of saying what no
one has ever said before," he quotes James Stephen elsewhere in

Curiosities, "but in saying exactly what you think yourself."
Matthews adds, "It turns out this is surprisingly difficult."
Matthews' poems, while well-traveled and worldly, often
have the elegant compression of dreams, and "A Happy Child¬
hood" provides a virtual dream related to his idea that "imagi¬
nary selves" are left behind in poems. (I can imagine his being en¬
tertained, in this computer age, by the phrase "virtual dream.")
One person is many, has been and will be many more. "And in a
dream, you're everyone somewhat,/ but not wholly."
. . .I'm leading a rope of children to safety,
through a snowy farm. The farmer comes out
and I have to throw snowballs well to him
so we may pass.

What better image of the serial man who is at once a child, school¬
boy, and adolescent than "a rope of children"?
Even dreaming, I know
he s my father, at ease in his catcher's
squat, and that the dream has revived
to us both an old unspoken fantasy:
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we're a battery. I'm young. I'm brash,
I don't know how to pitch but I can
throw a lamb chop past a wolf. And he
can handle pitchers and control a game.
It s true about dreams and about genes: writing the poem, the poet
is partly the father. His stance is easy, and he knows how to han¬
dle a poem, that seamless thing. His dreamed self knows how to
pitch (if the wolf is any judge) but doesn't yet know he knows.
I look to him for a sign. I'd nod
for anything. The damn thing is hard to grip
without seams, and ... it fluffs
toward him no faster than the snow
in the dream drifts down. . . .
The children grow more cold
and hungry and cruel to each other
the longer the ball's in the air, and it begins
to melt. By the time it gets to him we'll be
our waking ages, and each of us is himself
alone, and we all join hands and go.
Matthews may be able to write a dream before it melts, but
he's no starry-eyed dreamer. After All provides further evidence
that he's delighted by the world, by the facts of it, its saxophones
and lizards and taxis and rivers. Its sheep. "I never met a fact I
didn't like," he says in "Finn Sheep." (That's why Curiosities is
such a clever title for his essays — it describes both object and at¬
titude toward it.) The poem tells of his efforts to find the name of
a kind of sheep with "canoe-shaped ears/ like a jackrabbit's"
glimpsed from a bus near Edinburgh. After a number of false
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starts, Matthews finds a librarian who suggests asking a shep¬
herd and telephones one. Finally
I had the fact I'd frothed with greed for.
I'd felt smarter for a millisecond —
a swift spasm of intelligence,
and then I was dumb again and happy
to moil at my desk.
If Matthews is delighted by the world, he is enchanted by the
way memory complicates our perception of the world — not only
personal memory (that simultaneous-sequential self) but also the
collective memory of language, which is where we put facts to
keep them from getting lost.
I suppose all poems are in some way about language, but
Matthews has a special relish for its ironies and quirks. A few of
the titles in After All reflect this, like "Oxymorons" ("famous
poet" and "amicable divorce" among them) and "Euphemisms"
(in which a British woman speaks of "the gentleman who raped
me"). "Promiscuous" marshalls the dictionary definition of the
word, with comments:
Sounds
like a long way
to say "slut," that glob of blame we once threw
equally at men and women. . .
But soon
a slut was female. A much-bedded male
got called a ladies' man; he never slept
with sluts. How sluts
got to be sluts is thus a mystery. . . .
But it s more than a matter of etymological interest. Matthews
takes obvious pleasure in language on the move, in its sound and
structure. He can use diction to characterize someone in a stroke,
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and the fact that he can do so across a great social range is a mark
of his alert ear. Consider two examples from After All, one of them
the opening of "Manners":
"Sweetypants," Martha Mitchell (wife of John
Mitchell, soon to be Nixon's attorney general)
cried, "fetch me a glass of bubbin,
won't you?"
The poem, by the way, ends with a look at what words can't do:
My hostess' chill,
insulting grace I fended off with the same
bland good manners I used to stay upstairs
in my head until time had come for food.
A well-fed scholar, I sought out and brought
back a tall bubbin for the nice lady.
Yes, there's a cure for youth, but it's fatal.
And a cure for grace: you say what you mean,
but of course you have to know what that is.
But compare the diction of Martha Mitchell to the next poem in

After All. This is the entire "Shooting":
It be the usual at first.
This one be bad, that one be worse.
They do this in slow commotion.
They strut, they fuss, something they done
or never done be what they set
fire to and slow turn into fast
because a gun come out and then
gun two, gun three, guns all around
like walls. That mean we be the room.
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Language is the apparatus through which Matthews con¬
structs the world, as do all of us; he is more than most of us re¬
flective about it, conscious of its texture in daily life. "It's not/
that I believe in words, but I believe/ by words," he says in "Finn
Sheep." One poem in After All concerns itself with the metaphors
that truffle pig runners use for truffles; in another, when a job in¬
terview committee member asks the standard question about
where he sees himself in five years, the speaker thinks to himself,
"Not here. ... A good thing I// speak fluent Fog." In another set¬
ting, "The Place on the Corner," language plays a different pro¬
tective role:
None here thinks a pink slip
("You're fired," with boilerplate apologies)
is underwear. None here says "lingerie"
or "as it were." We speak Demotic
because we're disguised as ordinary
folks. A shared culture offers camouflage
behind which we can tend the covert fires
we feed our shames to, those things we most fear
to say, our burled, unspoken, common language —
the only one, and we are many.
Matthews was many; some of them he has left behind in his
poems, and his translations. The two endeavors were of course
related: the epigrammatic swordplay of Martial and the disturbing moodiness of Follain also inhabit his own poems — Follain
more in his earlier work and Martial more in the later. There are
other markers of the changes in his style over time. After All con¬
tinues a movement toward more formal-looking poems, contain¬
ing as it does nine sonnets and many poems, some rhymed, com¬
posed of stanzas of a set number of lines. These poems fulfill
their formal constraints while seeming to be amiably uncon¬
cerned with doing so. A ghazal, playfully titled "Frazzle," con¬
tains the repeated phrase which is the book's title. There is unob¬
trusive dazzle in this.
There are things that will not rise to language because we do
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not let them, as in “The Place on the Corner." There are things
that will not rise to language despite enormous efforts. In "A Po¬
etry Reading at West Point" Matthews gives the most direct an¬
swer he can muster to a cadet who yells from the balcony, "Why
do your poems give/ me a headache when I try// to understand
them?"
I have a gift for
gentle jokes to defuse tension,
but this was not the time to use it.
"I try to write as well as I can
what it feels like to be human,"
I started, picking my way care¬
fully, for he and I were, after
all, pained by the same dumb longings.
"I try to say what I don't know
how to say, but of course I can't
get much of it down at all."
By now I was sweating bullets.
"I don't want my poems to be hard,
unless the truth is, if there is
a truth." Silence hung in the hall
like a heavy fabric. Now my
head ached. "Sir," he yelled. “Thank you. Sir."
“He's a great bunch of guys," Matthews quotes another mu¬
sician about Stan Getz. One could say the same of Matthews. He
was a poet. And he was one of us, whoever we are.
Pamela Alexander
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ON SYNTAX IN POETRY
with a discussion of Carl Phillips, From the Devotions (Graywolf,

1998)
No less than the metrical poets who preceded us, contempo¬
rary poets, no matter how free our verse, tend to live by the line.
To discuss form is almost invariably to pursue line length, line
break, rhythm; almost never is the counterpointing sentence the
subject of critical consideration. Looking at a great deal of con¬
temporary verse, one understands why.
Looking back is another matter. If our predecessors lived by
the line, they loved equally the syntax it plays against. It has been
argued that complex syntax is elitist in origin as well as effect: If
Shakespeare had little Latin, he at least had some of that inflect¬
ed language, which, more readily than English, invites its users to
shift the parts of sentences for effect. Some of my students in¬
evitably identify the subject of 'That time of year thou may'st in
me behold" as "that time of year," and it's not just a matter of
grammar: they don't get the "sense" of the sonnet's first quatrain
either, much less the way feeling is produced by the intertwining
of vehicle and tenor, object and prepositional object. They may
also have trouble following the emotional argument of "When in
disgrace with Fortune and men's eyes," missing the way the son¬
net s long sentence imitates for the reader the process it depicts.
If we really listen to the catalogue of woes contained in the "when"
clause of the octave, the "thought of thee" that the sestet presents
really does rise like "the lark at break of day."
Sentences beginning with extended dependent clauses are of
course but one example of the periodic sentence, that mainstay of
old-fashioned oratory used to keep the audience in a state of sus¬
pension, waiting for the subject to arrive. Whitman, whom no one
would call elitist, is a master of oratorical style. Here's a Whitmanian

When" poem that uses anaphoric repetition (as orators

ustd to do, even as recently as Martin Luther King) to both am¬
plify and simplify its single sentence:
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When I heard the learn'd astronomer.
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before
me.
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide,
and measure them.
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with
much applause in the lecture-room.
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off by myself.
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time.
Look'd up in perfect silence at the stars.
The repetition of "when" makes the sentence easier to follow than
Shakespeare's, but the result is a similar confluence of syntax and
the experience (increasingly dreary, till the sentence itself turns on
"till") that it presents.
In another famous Whitmanian periodic sentence, the first
stanza of "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking," fifteen lines of
prepositional phrases, a number of them modified by dependent
clauses or participial phrases, simultaneously move the reader
forward through space and backward through time until the main
clause of the sentence finally appears, with some interruption and
a final inversion, in the last three lines of the stanza: before it is
even identified, the "reminiscence" the poet is about to sing has
begun to be experienced.
There are echoes of these syntactic strategies in more recent
poetry. It's hard not to hear "out of the Cradle" in Philip Levine's
"They Feed They Lion" ("out of burlap sacks, out of bearing but¬
ter, / Out of black bean and wet slate bread . . ."), and Robert
Hayden's "Frederick Douglass" develops and repeats a "When"
clause ("When it is finally ours, this freedom, this liberty, this
beautiful / and terrible thing") for the first six lines of a fourteenline poem that owes much to both the oratorical tradition and to
Shakespeare, the argument of whose Sonnet #55 it recalls.
But oratorically extended sentences are rare in the poetry of
our century, and we're even less likely to find syntax that forces
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us, mid-sentence, to forego our expectations of "normal word
order" and wrestle almost physically with the language. Hop¬
kins, the priest for whom Latin was an even more everyday affair
than it was for Shakespeare the schoolboy, comes to mind: the
way the syntax (not merely the often-praised sprung rhythm)
suspends the reader, like the bird itself, at the beginning of "The
Windhover"; the way the sentence itself tries to accomplish what
it talks about at the beginning of "The Leaden Echo and the Gold¬
en Echo": "How to keep — is there any any, is there none such,
nowhere known some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, lace,
latch or catch or key to keep / Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beau¬
ty, beauty, . . . from vanishing away?" Or these lines at the end of
"I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day":
Selfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse.
Hopkins could have written "Selfyeast of spirit sours a dull
dough," or, in the exact meter in which he wrote, "their scourge
to be / Their sweating selves, as I am mine"; a contemporary
workshop might indeed have made such suggestions. But the
selfyeast line would have seemed facilely aphoristic, and the
emotional anguish at the heart of the poem would have been less¬
ened.
Which brings me to Carl Phillips, a poet whose work I know
too well to review, but who for the very reason of that familiarity
comes easily and centrally to mind when I think about syntax. I
should note at the outset that Phillips is not the only contempo¬
rary poet whose syntax I admire and learn from; among others
whose work impresses me in this regard are Linda Gregerson,
Mark Strand, and Charles Wright.
But syntax may be a more consciously central concern for
Phillips. In a recent interview in Callaloo, he said:
I believe I learned most about poetry from reading — in
e original Latin and Creek — the political speeches of
Licero and those that occur in the historical writings of
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Thucydides, respectively. When I was going to do a PhD
in classical philology, my plan had been to focus on
rhetoric and oratory and the manipulation of syntax to
create a particular effect in one's audience, something
that Cicero especially seems to be a master of.
One effect of Phillips' experience with classical languages is,
as in Hopkins, an ability to manipulate word order at even the
smallest level. As anyone who has tried to translate poems from
a heavily inflected language knows, the order of subjects, verbs,
objects and modifiers often has to be changed in translation,
which means that the poem is "experienced" differently. Almost
inevitably, for instance, Trakl's line "Am Abend weht von unseren Sternen ein eisiger Wind" becomes something like "in the
evening an icy wind blows from our stars," in that order, rather
than, as in German, "blows from our stars an icy wind" — an
order which follows the wind rather than merely talking about it,
but which in English makes altogether the wrong "sense."
But it's possible to manipulate even English syntax. Here is a
brief passage from Phillips' "Honey Hush," describing the annu¬
al swim of deer from one island to another:
. . . From the shore, children
make of their small hands small binoculars,
and guess at which ones will drown.
For some of the deer always drown.
They lose, I think, whatever for a deer
hope can be.
More "ordinary" syntax would have the children "make small
binoculars with their hands," shifting the focus from both the pri¬
mary image (the hands) and the process, and would introduce
"hope" before the end of the second sentence, shifting the focus
from the animal to the human a little too smugly and too soon.
Another brief example: "In the Days of Thrown Confetti" de¬
scribes the process of throwing confetti to attract birds, "that they
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should be, / on purpose, disappointed." The poem ends: "When
they rose, / they carried with them, / took someplace else their
hunger." The last two lines are much more disturbing than the
more predictable alternative, "carried their hunger with them, /
took it someplace else," which would have given the poem more
definitive closure, the reader more distance from the hungry
birds.
Such small moves in Carl Phillips' poems may not be con¬
sciously driven by his awareness of syntax; larger strategies
clearly are. "As From a Quiver of Arrows" is, but for one declar¬
ative sentence, a gathering (quiver?) of twenty questions of vary¬
ing complexity that deliver (like arrows) variations on the open¬
ing line, "What do we do with the body?" More unexpectedly,
"The Hunters" is a series of "That" clauses that never become
complete sentences, sometimes in fact interrupting themselves
with "back-stitching" repetitions that look like new sentences but
aren't. Here is the beginning of the first "That" clause, which
goes on for another five lines:
That they, in fitful bands, came
and were immediately dismayed: a prairie, no gazelles,
only bees, the usual colored-in flowers.
Were dismayed and — all blond, all bow astrain, all
arrow — were foolish in
the manner of Beauty when it has fumbled a good ball . . .
That the poem is ultimately allegorical is suggested not only by
the capitalized

Beauty," but also by the syntax itself, which asks

the reader to complete the "that" clauses, perhaps with some¬
thing like "is a way of saying it."
Meditation,

a six-part poem near the end of From the Devo¬

tions, offers a number of syntactic experiments. The second sec¬
tion exemplifies its title, "Perfection," by being infinitives - that
\ Lib form so appropriately named for its refusal to move through
time, to own a subject:
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To take everything back, reverse the limbs turned out
outrageous, the breath foundering. To wake from
where flesh — like every other road there — was
hard, lasting. And find it dream — and the dreaming,
enough. To rise full from the long table
of example: the double stags, gutted, skinned, dressed —
all that meat, at last, rendered useful;
the upturned brace of pheasant, still struggling, still
knowing dimly, more dimly, darkly the gamekeeper's
kid-hugged fist. To lie naked, down, and
squired, to either side a lord gone stiff and restive
in full court dress. To steer, on sootless,
drama-less wings those undeeded acres between seduce
and persuade. O never to get, nor have
got there. To thirst gothically, to want —
like a spire: no discernible object but more sky.

The tension in the poem is not unlike that in Keats' "Ode on a
Grecian Urn"; what is original about Phillips' poem is that the
tension so clearly resides in the syntax — in the refusal of the verb
forms to "get there," despite the elegantly and archaically dressed
but nonetheless basic activities — food, sex — that they refer to.
A similarly suspended but very different effect arises from the
syntactic strategy of "Surrender," the fourth poem in "Meditation":

As when,
into the canyon that means,
whose name — translated —
means Without Measure, Sorrow
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from the hand that,
for so long, has meant

give,
but now — broken — gives in,
is released
the garland /swag /bouquet
(that — look,
look again — means
only so much as what it is:
eucalyptus,
kangaroo's paw,
the grass called eel),
that he, impossibly, might catch it.
Though the poem is merely a sentence fragment, the syntax is so
complex that a first reading involves an almost physical effort:
suspended already on "As when," we're then denied the subject
and thrust instead into two complex prepositional phrases, the
first giving the unnamed subject's destination (the canyon), the
second giving its source (the hand). The subject itself, the "gar¬
land /swag /bouquet," is finally "released" in the third stanza
(from the hand, into the canyon), but "look / look again," for the
poem isn't finished: the last line introduces, in some tension with
the first stanza, a more immediate destination of the bouquet —
the "he" who "might catch it." The poem is of course an elaborate
metaphor that foregrounds its figurative nature ("whose name —
translated," "means only"), but it's also a bit surreal; that it's able
to involve us in the difficult business of trying to catch the poem
itself is one way of describing the effect of its complex syntax.
Here is one more section of "Meditation," "The River Road";
its more varied syntactic strategy is not so easily described:
That certain birds —
the eagle, in whom come together in
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something like marriage rapaciousness, grace;
or, rapacious too and stuffed with grace,
all manner of falcon, also of hawk each
kind — suggested the archangels:
this makes sense.
And the sky meaning,
more nakedly than usual, only the usual
(try, you will never match it, this blue),
the river widening to reflect so much more
of the same — and weren't you hungry,
besides? — how difficult was it, just
then, to see God?
But that stretch of
flat barges on hold, each awaiting the one
sign: Come, the water lies clear; how, bored,
you turned away toward the chalk, no, chalkcolored bluffs that all day had been there
but now, regarded, looked
athletic, fallen —
Confess,
it has surprised you, thus to understand the soul.
Unlike "Surrender," this poem seems to point to a real experience
— a scene, its elements observed. To that extent, the mode is quite
traditional; what "happens" could be summarized in a brief sen¬
tence. What is less traditional is the syntax, which offers the scene
and its "interpretation" as an extremely complex and fragmented
process. In the first stanza, "That certain birds suggested the
archangels makes sense" is the simple sentence that is interrupted
by so much detail, itself elegantly complex in syntax, that we're as
apt to be as surprised by the fact of its completion as we are by the
archangels. The second stanza is a bit more complex, more inter¬
rupted, its syntax a little less easily parsed; but the third, intro¬
duced as a deliberate turn by "but," is more fragmented still — so
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much so that it breaks off, unable to complete itself easily, which
is in deliberate contrast with the similarly complex but signifi¬
cantly more elegant and properly constructed sentence that
makes up the first stanza. The difficult syntax mirrors, or perhaps
creates, the emotional "argument" of the poem: as the "interpre¬
tations" of the images become more unexpected (birds as angels,
sky as God — but barges and cliffs suggesting "the soul"?) the
syntax too breaks down, forcing us to work ever harder, until the
dash at the end releases us, allows us to acknowledge that "it has
surprised" us, too, to find the poem arriving where it does.
Another example of interrupted syntax, from the beginning
of one of several "albas" in From the Devotions, this one subtitled
"Innocence":
Sunday. The bells, as expected. I cannot
help it if I rise, if finding the room too
fraught with light — all of it, the white
walls, the rinsed notion (always almost
inside then just out of reach) of God, your
body gleaming in sleep where the sun falls
on it and away from, falls on and away —
I have to shut my one good eye and at once
the leaves falling but not blurred make it
possible to see how it happens, a bruise
lifting itself over time from the darker
blues to, slowly, something like amber,
to at least whatever, before the wounding,
the flesh was.

Like the first stanza of "The River Road," there is a relatively sim¬
ple

core" sentence at the beginning of this passage ("I cannot

help it if, finding the room too fraught with light, I have to shut
m\ one good eye"). That the description of the room is interrupt¬
ed first by parenthetical dashes and then, within that interrup-
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tion, by actual parentheses has the difficult effect of making light
(and by implication the innocence of the title) seem heavy, pon¬
derous, even before the subsequent lines do their easier but also
complex syntactic work of "re-visioning" innocence through the
process of seeing "how it happens," or happens again, that bruised
flesh becomes "whatever, before the wounding, / the flesh was."
The syntax of the remainder of the poem is different, but
equally "manipulated" to create, as Phillips says of Latin rhetoric,
"a particular effect":
. . . Imagining the flesh before
or without knowledge, I want to say it is
most like the song untrained, whose beauty,
when it occurs, surprises even itself —
but isn't it also, more commonly, just
meat, or isn't it a good soil waiting, that
does not, cannot know that it is waiting?
Therefore, it is innocence. Therefore,
a capacity for suffering more vast, even,
than the landscape whose particulars, you
remember, we drove past, the red of sunset
upon them: the bull in mid-lumbering over
the cow (still with patience, with fear?),
almost, not yet inside her; the sudden
bursting of crows, all cinders flying over
where once, presumably, was some small life.
We were tired, hungry, faintly hungry for
each other. We kept driving: east, home,
toward a dark we couldn't fast enough get to.
The almost stately dialectic that opens this second half of the
poem ("I want to say," "but isn't it also," "Therefore") contrasts
with the more interrupted syntax of the first half; but the intel-
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lectual argument is itself interrupted by a remembered scene that,
while contrasting in content with the churchbells that open the
poem, includes similar syntactic and emotional interruptions. Fi¬
nally the poem, which began at dawn with a simple "Sunday,"
ends "toward dark," with a syntactically qualified closure: "a
dark we couldn't get to fast enough" would be the expected
phrase and also the more comfortable meter, allowing the poem
to end on a stressed syllable, whereas ending with "get to" only
points to destination: the sense of urgency is increased by the syn¬
tax, which lands us on a preposition, "faintly hungry," like the
speaker and his companion, for something more conclusive.
That "Alba: Innocence," like many of the poems cited above,
focusses centrally but sometimes obliquely on the body may re¬
flect either my own predilections or those of Carl Phillips. But
syntax itself may be a relevant factor here. In the second chapter
of On Being Blue, William Gass discusses the limitations of "blue"
(in the sense of pornographic) writing. The "ultimate and essen¬
tial displacement is to the word," he says, and "the true sexuali¬
ty in literature — sex as a positive aesthetic quality — lies not in
any scene and subject, nor in the mere appearance of a vulgar
word, nor in the thick smear of a blue spot, but in the conse¬
quences on the page of love well made — made to the medium
which is the writer's own. . . ." The last paragraph of Gass's chap¬
ter begins:

If any of us were as well taken care of as the sen¬

tences of Henry James, we'd never long for another, never wan¬
der away: where else would we receive such constant attention,
our thoughts anticipated, our feelings understood?" Such care is
the work, most centrally, of syntax, in poetry as well as in the
prose of Henry James.

Martha Collins
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BEMUSEMENTS
Lee Upton, The Muse of Abandonment: Origin, Identity, Mastery
in Five American Poets (Bucknell University Press, 1998)
I elect to write about a critical book this year, rather than a
collection or group of collections of poetry, for several reasons.
One is that I think the issue of how well or badly current literary
criticism manages to describe and assess contemporary poetry is
worth taking up and considering. Another is that I think Upton's
book, which strikes me as unusually sound and acute, is in dan¬
ger of being overlooked.
The Muse of Abandonment, brief but pithy, takes up five poets
who belong, roughly, to the same generation: Charles Wright,
Russell Edson, Jean Valentine, James Tate and Louise Gluck. This
will strike some readers as a very disparate group, but Upton
makes a solid case for viewing them together, acknowledging
their many differences while outlining common concerns and in¬
sights. She's comfortable, in other words, on the ground that has
been called postmodern without feeling the need for elaborate
apologia, industrial-strength theoretical framing, or what might
be described as sociological or psychological poststructualist
boilerplate. Upton has read around in postmodern theory, clearly,
and she can summon a Bachelard or a Blanchot, a Barbara John¬
son or a Kristeva to her side with ease to help make a point. But
she isn't ruled by this stuff, or overawed by it, and is thus able to
operate with a light touch and a deft manner that let her get to
her points about her poets without wheeling a lot of ponderous
machinery into place.
Big-time theorists, as a rule, usually can't and don't read po¬
etry, especially contemporary poetry. It's beneath or beyond
them. And the problem, meanwhile, with a lot of existing com¬
mentary on current poetry is much simpler and more practical:
the commentator will get hold of a paradigm that was somewhat
distortive to begin with — confessional poetry, deep image poet¬
ics, the Emersonian tradition — and then try willfully to apply it
to poets to whom it is scarcely relevant. It's the spectacle of
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Harold Bloom, trying to read Yeats and Stevens as if they were ro¬
mantic poets, all over again, writ small. One of Upton's first
points about her group of five poets is that they are "models of
independence," and that "none was appropriated by the reigning
aesthetic camps of over a decade ago: the new formalists or the
language poets"(12). This helps clear the ground for discussion
that is not so thesis-driven or agenda-oriented that the poets
serve the paradigm rather than the other way round.
Upton's value as a critic, surely, is based partly on her own
achievement as a poet. She knows her way around as a gifted and
accomplished practitioner, and while she never flaunts that fact,
it gives grounding to her judgments and shape to her insights
that I find continually valuable. One trusts her not to misrepre¬
sent what poets mean and do and say. And if she says a poem is
especially good or especially interesting, she's likely to make the
judgment from within the frame and context of contemporary
practice. That lends a quiet authority and good sense to the book
at every point.
The title, while odd at first glance, turns out to have been
carefully considered. Upton uses "Muse" to stand for the extrarational and extra-volitional aspects of poetry. She speaks of the
"inspiring energy" behind the poem, recognizing that in each of
these writers, and in their generation more fully, that energy is
linked to the idea of abandonment: by loved ones, by metaphys¬
ical presences and universals, by community and culture. And
abandon

and "abandonment," as she notes, have a two-edged

quality, connoting both desertion and liberation. The inspiring
energy or muse that these poets work from both leaves them
without assurances and structures that would have made their
v\ orlds more orderly, and allows them to break down the borders
of self and the accompanying constraints of history and culture.
Their responses to this combination of loss and gain are quite var¬
ious and exhilarating, as Upton proceeds to show.
If there is a reigning muse who can be identified here, by the
way, it is, as Upton suggests, Emily Dickinson. Her radicalism
comes into its own with this generation of poets (born in the thir¬
ties and forties, roughly), and each of them, while notably differ-

ent, can be said to have responded powerfully to Dickinson's ex¬
perimentation, fragmentation, isolation, refusal of systematic be¬
lief and philosophy — to what Lawrence Lipking called, in Aban¬
doned Women and Poetic Tradition, giving Upton one of her key
terms, "her sense of abandonment." The absent/present mother
of us all? Again, one doesn't want to oversimplify, but one sees
the truth of the assertion.
The other attendant spirit among these poets may be that of
surrealism, not so much in terms of ideological particulars or for¬
mulas for writing, but simply in the acknowledgment of the im¬
portance and productivity of the unconscious. Its residence in
language, in the culture at large, in the activities of the imagina¬
tion, awake or asleep, is a kind of given that marks these poets
historically as third- or fourth-generation inheritors of the surre¬
alist tradition, practitioners who could no more dismiss the un¬
conscious than they could the ideas of self, of language, and of
the ultimate mystery of creation. At the same time, they are right¬
ly suspicious of the doctrinaire, either in aesthetic formulations
or in psychoanalysis.

Charles Wright is the most fully discussed and widely ap¬
preciated of the five poets Upton brings together here. As she
notes, his emphasis on a kind of inverted spirituality and reli¬
giosity has led many readers to view him "in saintlike terms"
(25). She doesn't overtly object to this "near-hagiography," but it
clearly bemuses her. Meanwhile, her tour of Wright's kingdom
(perhaps monastery would be a better term) notes elements that
other commentators have touched upon as well: his fascination
with spiritual revelation that never arrives; his preoccupation
with images of disappearance and dispersal; his cumulative tech¬
niques and their origins in Pound, as well as Dante and Montale,
his stylistic marrying of Dickinson and Whitman; and his pre¬
vailing melancholia, which is finally based, as her chapter s close
acknowledges, on his recognition that "Sadness is truer than hap¬
piness." It's a clear and useful account of the world and work of
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one of our best poets, and I characterize it briefly here mainly in
order to get on to her account of less established and considered
figures.

Russell Edson, Upton's next subject, has by contrast hardly
been discussed at all, and then seldom as usefully. His moves and
his erasures, deeply subversive, are perfectly evident in one sense
and perfectly opaque in another: he seems to resist interpretation
almost as successfully as he has resisted fame and any coherent
relation between the author and the work. Upton moves forward
firmly here, brushing aside commentators like Levertov, Bly and
Hall, who have argued for the fantasy and whimsy of Edson's
work, as well as its opacity. She finds an unmistakable clarity of
vision behind the poems, a ringing condemnation of this centu¬
ry's and this culture's unrelenting cruelty. For her, Edson's "con¬
cerns are ultimately ethical and reflect his cultural situation" (54).
That cultural situation is pretty horrific, since it constrains indi¬
viduality into forms of pain and negation that are unrelenting
and also, from an objective perspective, wildly funny. As she sug¬
gests, this poetry "lays cruelty bare by portraying objectification
of living beings as the concrete result of cultural ideologies" (55).
The detestation of all cultural forms and norms as imprison¬
ing and dehumanizing helps explain, of course, Edson's devotion
to the unpoetic and anti-poetic, not only in his choice of prose but
in his eschewing of anything personal, peopling his work with
types (Mother, Father, Young Man, Old Woman, etc.) and contin¬
ually mixing up humans, animals, objects and symbols. Anyone
who believes that "structures tragically constrict and deplete
human agency

(56) surely ought to proceed as Edson has pro¬

ceeded, and Upton shows that he has done so with exceptional
consistency and integrity. Of course, most people don't go this far
in their beliefs, but the shock of recognition that they feel when
they read Edson testifies to the truth of his insight: that we live in
a hugely violent culture, amid inevitable and constant inflictions
of pain. His own muse of abandonment is the most frightening
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figure in this book and I am convinced by Upton s insistence that,
tar from being an a-historical fabulist whose weird fantasies can¬
not be interpreted, Edson "is profoundly political, questioning
forms of power summoned in language" (57).
Being political, incidentally, isn't the same as being ideolog¬
ical. In fact, ideology is impossible in Edson's world because it
will always restrict and imprison; or rather, it is inevitable but he
hopes to have no part of it. His attack on the strictures and op¬
pressions housed in language and invading both private and
public realms relentlessly is always a response to the oppressive¬
ness of structure, and no exceptions can exist. Like Wright's reli¬
gion that can never have true religious content or meaning,
Edson's politics can never resolve itself into anything that is an
acceptable solution, capable of reversing suffering. This time the
response isn't melancholia; it's a hilarity that shades into para¬
noia and hysteria.

With Jean Valentine, Upton moves to the work of an even
more underread and underinterpreted poet. This is a fresh, excit¬
ing reading of a difficult and singular writer, set forth with care
and a vigorous, exploratory tone. Recognizing the power and
originality of Valentine's first book. Dream Barker, Upton presents
her as one who can work with the universals housed in dreams
and the liminal states between waking and sleeping, speaking a
language infused with the materials and movements of the un¬
conscious. She follows the progress of a thinning-out of "textual
materiality" in the poet's subsequent volumes, and rightly em¬
phasizes her theme of abandonment, especially in human rela¬
tionships, her poetry of ruptures and departures. While she notes
Valentine's fascination with self-destruction, she also under¬
stands that this poet "writes 'away' from the impulse" (87) rather
than toward it, as in Sexton and Plath. Never overlooking the
"gendered dynamics" of the poems, she connects them with Kristeva's notion that a daughter's assimilation by the symbolic order
involves a concomitant mother-loss. This first loss becomes the
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one by which all others are figured and understood, so that Valen¬
tine is finally the author of "a poetics that explores relationships
between men and women through the lens of maternal loss" (81),
a poetic in which the poems are like "thin membranes stretching
over the bottomlessness of primary human need" (81-2).
Just as Upton's characterization of Edson probably over¬
looked psychological dynamics in its strong emphasis upon the
political and cultural meanings, so her account of Valentine threat¬
ens to commit the opposite error, ignoring this poet's thoughtful
and compassionate response to contemporary history and poli¬
tics in an excessively psychoanalytic model. She redresses this
tendency somewhat in noting how much Ordinary Things reflects
a preoccupation with the Vietnam war, and in recognizing how
the later volumes. The Messenger and The River at Wolf, broaden
the concept of the maternal and take up concerns, such as AIDS,
that lie well outside the originary circle of daughters parting
from mothers. In this characteristic passage, considering Valen¬
tine's link to Bishop and characterizing their difference, Upton
shows how deft and precise her readings of her poets can be:
Yet while Bishop is an intensely visual poet, Valentine
prefers to suggest the invisible. She explores the arbi¬
trary and tentative ways that meaning may accrue, the
way the water-lit, dotted lines of home started coloring
in" (M, 6). She renders contingency and disintegrating
presence more often than does Bishop. The details of
landscape, the grains of her descriptions: there is sel¬
dom the illusion of anything leisurely about accumula¬
tions of details in Valentine. From their inception, mo¬
ments are bound toward heightened psychological
significance. (90)

Upton follows this passage with one of the most telling things
Valentine has said in interview: "1 don't think poets are that in¬
terested in recording things. I think they're interested in going
through them, going through them like doors. Maybe it is to a
world we're seeking, not a world we already know" (90). Not
every poet would subscribe to that agenda, but it fits Valentine
and her work unerringly.
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Upton's chapter endings, since all her poets are still in the
trajectory of ongoing careers, are necessarily tentative and open.
She feels that The River at Wolf may well be Valentine's best book
to date (a new one has just appeared, apparently), and she leaves
us with a sense both of the continuity of this poet's achievements
and anticipation for what is still to come.

James Tate was, among other things, Upton's own teacher,
and she displays a familiarity and comfort with his work that
makes her discussion of it both authoritative and relaxed. She
stresses, rightly, Tate's relinquishing of control of all kinds. In¬
venting speakers who can't master the phenomena that assault
them, he celebrates failure, perversity, and "unresolved para¬
dox." In a comedy less grim than Edson's, we watch a kind of
endless metamorphosing of possibilities, roles, states and emo¬
tions. The self, as Upton notes, "is reimagined endlessly and de¬
tached from origins" (99). The result balances nicely between en¬
tropy and a sense of energetic renewal:
I wish to emphasize that I am not seeking to discover a
gentle enervation in Tate's poems. In fact, I would like to
suggest quite the opposite: that his poetry actively up¬
ends identities, retaining the curiousness of assuming
selfhood, the perversity of the self to the self, including
its shifting mood states and ineffective solutions. (98)
The celebrations of destruction and failure are an impudent cri¬
tique of a culture that values all the wrong things. Even art and
creativity are suspect, especially in their aggrandizing of self and
pretense at resolving conflict. Autobiography is phony, and the
oracular side of poetry, still active among us, needs to be punc¬
tured and ridiculed, over and over again.
Tate has had recognition in recent years, but, again like
Edson and Valentine, very little useful commentary. His work, of
course, resists it, and it takes as nimble a commentator as Upton
to do him justice. She touches on some of his literary affinities.
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especially Dickinson, Stevens, and Frank O'Hara. She gently cor¬
rects critics like Vendler, James Finn Cotter, and William Logan,
who have misread him. And she goes on to a rich tour of his
world and work, one that recognizes all his zany music, the ex¬
pansiveness of his invention in terms of speakers, plots, and scin¬
tillating verbal play. Aligning him not with compatriots like Ashbery and Simic, to whom he is frequently compared, Upton lets
us see him more freshly by grouping him convincingly with more
somber poets like Wright and Valentine, and with the explosive
subversiveness toward language and authority housed in the
prose poems of Edson. Imagine the three of them trying to col¬
laborate for a moment, and you might get something like Tate's
"Goodtime Jesus":

Jesus got up one day a little later than usual. He had been
dreaming so deep there was nothing left in his head. What was
it? A nightmare, dead bodies walking all around him, eyes
rolled back, skin falling off. But he wasn't afraid of that. It
was a beautiful day. How 'bout some coffee? Don't mind if I
do. Take a little ride on my donkey. I love that donkey. Hell, I
love everybody.
Here is Wright s religious preoccupation, Edson's naturalizing of
the prose poem, and Valentine's joining of dream worlds with
daytime experience. Yet the insouciance and ease are immediate¬
ly recognizable as Tate's, his hallmark mastery of the American
colloquial and its surprising revelations. As Upton notes, the son
of God here becomes astonishingly banal, a kid who oversleeps,
dreams of Hell (his father's invention), and then goes tooling off
on his donkey, "naive, affectionate, and empty-headed . . . crossed
between nightly horror and daily pleasantries" (112). What a
pleasure to revisit Tate's idiom with such an expert guide.

Louise Gluck, according to Upton, investigates, in an almost
classical manner, "ineradicable laws of nature and being" (119).
The result is both traditional and new: "Since her early career
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Gliick has been writing a psychological autobiography, detailing
the war between flesh and spirit as particularly charged because
of her condition as a woman" (119). This may explain her greater
appeal to Upton than to me. I have too often found the results of
this enterprise both hollow and pretentious, more suggestive on
their surfaces than substantial at their core. But I mainly just do
not know this poet's work very well and I am glad to have Upton
showing me what is there that can be seen as both substantive
and original.
One of the issues for Gliick and her readers, apparently, is
her self-loathing. That and her unrelenting seriousness have,
Upton admits, cost her readers. But Upton sees her seriousness as
an unrelenting poetics that is much like that of the other four
poets here: "Gliick may dissatisfy — or infuriate — such readers
because she repels ideals of affirmation and harmony in human
relationships that women in her culture have been expected to
uphold" (121). She too, then, has a muse of abandonment, one
whose presence she wills and perhaps constrains. Her work, as
Upton shows, is full of rejections and abjections of all kinds, and
it may well fascinate some readers simply because negativity
feels more powerful to us, in this time and place, than anything
positive. Gluck's rejections even include her own work in a sense,
for each book, as Upton notes, has involved a change of style, a
casting off: "Gliick has attempted in each of her books to change
the style of her work and to change the self — already so per¬
ilously impermanent — that makes the poems. She has treated
her books as if they were skins that she might shed, as if they, like
the body she sought to master in adolescence, might be perfect¬
ed" (142). Among other things, this practice testifies to the poet's
"remarkable will and control," an attempt perhaps to get the
upper hand on the muse of abandonment that cuts her off from
the liberating side of abandonment except in terms of her regular
rejections of her own poetics. If the muse represents involuntary
energies, then we try to control and direct them at our peril; our
relinquishing of control is a key to the success of the relationship.
What I find missing in Gliick, even in Upton's sympathetic and
attentive account, is that elation and release that sporadically lift
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and energize, in such different ways, the poetry of Wright, Edson,
Valentine and Tate.

Upton's account of Gluck closes her book. Had I been her ed¬
itor, I might have pressed her to add a short coda or conclusion,
reviewing the ground traversed and considering other possibili¬
ties. One insight that emerges from the book, I think, is how sub¬
versive poetry tends to be, again and again, to the main culture
and the official versions of things like history, gender and belief.
No wonder poets are variously shunned, ignored, persecuted and
feared. What amounts to frontal attack and violent loathing in,
say, Edson, takes other forms, hardly less virulent and no less
searching, in all five of these poets.
Then there's the issue of how widely Upton's paradigm
might be applied. The muse of abandonment might readily be
summoned to produce readings of quite a few other poets: Merwin and Ashbery among the previous generation. Strand and
Simic among the generation covered. It is interesting too to spec¬
ulate on the shadowy presence of another muse, one who spon¬
sors tropes of recovery, rediscovery and compensation. That al¬
lows us to consider whether another group of poets, containing
figures as diverse as Stafford, Stern, Snyder, Willard and Schmitz,
may have found ways to balance their mourning of loss and dis¬
persal with reparative encounters and curative imaginings. But
one can't blame Upton for not opening that door even as she com¬
pletes her taxing account of five such fascinating and disparate
poets.
I find I have very few quibbles with this handsome study. I
do wish that Russell Edson's key essay, "Portrait of the Writer as
a F at Man," had been located where it belongs, as first appearing
in these pages and then in the FIELD Guide to Contemporary Poet¬

ry and Poetics, rather than, much more incidentally, in Donald
Hall s collection, Claims for Poetry. If origins reallv are important,
then it's worth getting them right.
I also question, as I've indicated, whether Gluck's stature
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really warrants her inclusion here. But for the most part I simply
want to close by reiterating my admiration for Upton's remark¬
able accomplishment: her good sense, her thoroughness, her
shrewd readings, and, not least, the clarity and precision of her
prose. She reminds us how useful criticism can be, how graceful¬
ly it can perform its function, and how rarely it rises to the chal¬
lenge of a successful account of the art of our own time and place.

David Young
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Creek. He is currently looking
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Guru and Q-Tip.
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Harcourt Brace in March of this
year.
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Under a Spell
July
Almost Nothing

53:83
53:84
53:85

LAU, BARBARA
59:109
Nonsense
Regarding Jean's Decision
Not to Reconstruct Her
Breasts

57:26

54:51
54:53
54:54

59:111

LEE, ROBERT
By Ryan's Pond

59:104

Stable
The Grey Man's Dance

59:105
59:106

LEVINE, PHILIP
Review: Anthony Hecht, Flight
56:75
Among the Tombs

the Edict
The Slaughterhouse
Anatomy of September
Anatomy of December
A Moravian Castle
Resurrecting

54:56
55:62
55:63
55:64
55:65
55:66

LOOMIS, JON
On the 1st Tee with Charles
51:83
Wright
51:84
The Patience of the Muse

The Darkness
The Silence

58:55
58:56

56:63
56:64

JELLEMA, ROD
Herm Wyken to Himself
52:52
Young Man at the Laundromat,
Watching the Spinning
Dryers
52:53
JOHNSON, PETER
Pretty Happy

53:49

Vows
51:95
Review: Jon Davis, Scrimmage
of Appetite
56:74
Jump
59:78
KEITH, SALLY
60:17

KELLY, TIMOTHY
Rise vs. Run
Urgency
Stronger
Acolytes: Serving 6:30 Mass
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The Day of the Comet
Leaving the Metro
Hypochondria
Illness
Adultery
Divorce
Tourists
Ovid in Florida

51:85
51:86

56:65
56:66
56:67
60:33
60:35

LUX, THOMAS

KAUFMAN, SHIRLEY

The Space Between

Easter

55:81
55:82
55:84
55:85

Essay: Theodore Roethke,
"The Lost Son": The Secret
Joinery of Song
53:14
MACARI, ANNE MARIE
Dialogue: 14th Centurv
The Woods Behind the
House

59:117

Clare Views the Body of
Francis

59:118

56:40

MAJER, GERALD
Johnny Hodges
Deathbed Blues
Coltrane's Flute

59:102
59:103

MALROUX, CLAIRE
"In violet circles"
"Years later, after the war"
"What do we know about
the somber hours"

60:43
60:44
60:46

MATTHEWS, WILLIAM
Essay: W. S. Merwin,
"Completion": Layered
Vision

57:51

MCBRIDE, MCKEEL
Kettle
The Magenta Glove

58:50
58:51

MCGOOKEY, KATHLEEN
Honeymoon
Last Night, an Owl
Blue Star, Meaning Life

57:65
57:67
57:68

MCKERNAN, JOHN
Planting Red Maple
Saplings

53:76

MCMAHON, LYNNE
In Summer

53:41

MCPHERSON, SANDRA
The Spaces Between Birds 52:64
Images
52:67
Poem for My Fifty-First
Birthday
52:69
Precious Metal
53:77
To a Penny Postcard,
© 1911
55:72
Four Anonymous Women
with Bright Sad Mouths 55:73
The Hectograph
57:103
MERRILL, CHRISTOPHER
Essay: W. S. Merwin, "Search
Party": In Search of the
Genuine
57:47
MERWIN, W. S.
Moissac

57:59

MOECKEL, THORPE
Free Samples
58:13
Late Morning in the UnderAtmosphere
58:14
Now the Yellow Breeches
60:57
Shout Out
60:59

MONTALE, EUGENIO
Mediterranean
Arsenio
House by the Sea

57:70
60:38
60:40

MOONEY, MARTIN
At a Boat Burning
Whites

52:70
52:71

MUSKE, CAROL
Essay: W. S. Merwin,
"The Red": The
Transparent Mask
An Octave Above
Thunder
NGUYEN QUANG THIEU
Summoning Souls
Song
A Harmony of Singular
Beings
The Examples
The Women of Winter

57:55
57:89

54:21
54:22
54:23
54:24
54:25

NORTON, CAMILLE
At the Chinese Museum,
Locke, California
Eight Pieces for Gertrude
Stein

60:25

NURKSE, D.
At Mount Zion
Maiden Voyage

60:48
60:49

NYHART, NINA
Winternet
Dream Letter

51:58
51:60

6 SEARCAIGH, CATHAL
Thresholds

57:83

60:23

O'DALY, WILLIAM
Essay: Pablo Neruda, "Bird":
To the Earth and Its
Winter
51:33
OHNESORGE-FICK, MARLON
Twisted Willows
54:10
Nursery
54:12
The Sex Therapist
54:14
OLDS, SHARON
A Chair by the Fire
Lifelong

53:60
53:62
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RICH, ADRIENNE

The Foetus in the Voting
Booth

53:63

OLES, CAROL SIMMONS
Victory

58:49

Day

55:53

58:52

52:48
52:49

58:54

Self-Knowledge
Closing Words

52:50
52:51

RYBICKI, JOHN
53:64
53:65
53:66
53:67
53:69

PHILLIPS, CARL
Against His Quitting the Torn
Field
58:36
Unbeautiful
58:39
The Truth
58:41
Essay: Sylvia Plath, "Winter
Trees": Vision in Control 59:51
PLUMLY, STANLEY
53:86

"I cannot live with You":
Doors Ajar
55:19
Review: Arthur Vogelsang,
Cities and Towns
56:79
POTTER, CAROL
Dead Baby and Gruff
Daddy
The Market
Four Days of Rain
Nobody Drowned
The Funk of Those Acres
RECTOR, BILL
ars poetica
OK, let me tell you where
I’m coming from
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51:76

People and Suitcases
Not Quite

PEIRCE, KATHLEEN

Keats in Burns Country
Essay: Emily Dickinson,

51:75

Painting Stones
Garden in Autumn

55:55

Philosophy, the Vandals

His and Hers
Expulsion and
Annunciation
Blessing the Throat
Person, Place, Gesture,
Thing
Wren

RITSOS, YANNIS
Post Script

52:5

52:45
52:46
52:47

PARKER, ALAN MICHAEL
Say
Chanson (Ou Sont les
Vandals?)

RISTOVIC, ALEKSANDAR
Comparison
Mythology

ORLOVSKY, DZVINIA
Good Will
Eight Glasses of Water a

Then or Now

Begin
SADOFF, IRA
Banter
Charismatic
Golf II

56:48
56:50
56:52
60:51
60:52

57:85
57:87
57:88

SANTOS, SHEROD
Tahoe Nocturne
The Book of Hours
Borage
SCHMITZ, DENNIS
Klauer's Dog
Dances
Crabgrass
Deficit
Rumpelstiltskin
Carmel
Abbott's Lagoon
Essay: Sylvia Plath, "The
Arrival of the Bee Box":
The Gift Poem
The Gregor Samsa
Syndrome

54:40
54:42

59:114

57:62
57:63
57:64

51:66
53:80
53:82
54:37
54:38
57:115
57:117

59:39
59:125

SCOTT, CAITLIN
The Lizard Underneath

59:71

SEARS, PETER
Blue Blue Hair
SELLERS, HEATHER
Deck of Cards

54:18

59:113

Big Quiet Space in the Bed
for Almost an Hour After
Midnight
60:2r>

SHAW, ANGELA
Rear Window
Blackberry Pie
SHEPHERD, REGINALD
Shipwreck and Drift
SHIPLEY, MARGARET
Definition
Retired
SHOLL, BETSY
The Stream
Test Patterns
The Tiny Gate
Mysterioso
Monkey House
Redbud
Backwash
Sweeney at Prayer

56:11
56:13

59:120

58:11
58:12

52:72
52:74
52:76
55:87
55:89
55:91
59:85
59:87

SIMIC, CHARLES
In Ecstasy of Surrender
Mystery Writer
Poor Little Devil
Free the Goldfish
Ambiguity's Wedding
From My Notebooks:
Assembly Required
In the Rathole

57:118
60:63

SOUTHWICK, MARCIA
The Amish on Rollerblades
Black Pearls
The Tunnel of Love

57:113
58:9
58:10

ST. JOHN, DAVID
Essay: Pablo Neruda,
"Walking Around"
Review: Alice Notley, The
Descent of Alette
STERN, GERALD
Only Elegy
Progress and Poverty
Essay: Theodore Roethke,
"The Chums": More
Major
STONECIPHER, DONNA
Album
All That Glitters

51:56
51:57
53:74
53:75
55:12

51:22
56:78

51:97
51:98

53:28

58:23
58:24

SVOBODA, TERESE
Shakes
The Rule of K.

58:16
58:17

TAO YUANMING
My Great Happiness

55:80

TATE, JAMES
At the Days End Motel

52:26

TIBBETTS, FREDERICK
The Engulfed Cathedral
Pagan Mysteries of the
Renaissance

52:63

TROTTER, ELIZABETH
Questions
Bala, Kansas—1979
Weather Changes

55:68
55:69
58:31

52:61

TURNER, ALBERTA
Essay: Theodore Roethke,
"The Waking": A Second
Reading
53:20
Review: Fran Castan, The
Widow's Quilt
56:72
UPTON, LEE
Friends at Dinner
54:32
Sheeny Lining
54:33
Random Difficulties in
Reception
54:34
Review: Eavan Boland, An
Origin Like Water
56:72
War Spouses
58:25
Soup at Dawn
58:26
The Ruin
58:28
Mossed Headland
58:29
VAICIUNAITE, JUDITA
Jasmine Bush
Still Life with Window
Frosted Over

51:64
51:65

VALENTINE, JEAN
The Baby Rabbits in the
Garden
53:70
The Women's Prison
56:15
Essay: Sylvia Plath, "Stings":
Notes on Sylvia Plath
59:44
For a Woman Dead at
Thirty (2)
59:64
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VAN WINCKEL, NANCE
Everything Falls Away

58:47

At the Higher Elevation

58:48

WALKER, DAVID
Review-Essay: Self-Con¬
sciousness: Carol Potter,
Upside Down in the Dark;
Angela Ball, Possession

Giorgio Morandi and the
Talking Eternity Blues

WRIGHT, FRANZ
54:77

Essay: W. S. Merwin, "I Live
Up Here": W. S. Merwin as
Dramatist
57:15
Review-Essay: The World
Notched and Mutable:
Betsy Sholl, Don't
Explain
58:65
WARDALL, RONALD

WATSON, ELLEN DORE
Funny How
E=mc2
WAYSON, KARY
Bells

60:61
60:62

53:50
53:52
59:72
53:71
53:72
53:73

WILLARD, NANCY
Essay: Emily Dickinson,
"Will there really be a

52:27

Ending
Child Rearing

51:63

Autobiography

53:56
53:57

First Light
First Day on the Ward

53:58
53:59

Essay: Emily Dickinson, "If I
shouldn't be alive": Homages:
Emily Dickinson
55:31
Have You Seen This Child 55:77
Sunday Afternoon

55:79

YI SANG
I Wed a Toy Bride
Crow's-Eye View, Poem

56:7

No. X: Butterfly
Crow's-Eye View, Poem
No. XV

56:8
56:9

Essay: Pablo Neruda, "Ode
to the table": The Wave
That Does Not Die

51:13
Review-Essay: Lines of Force:

Forrest Gander, Deeds of
Utmost Kindness; Sophie
Cabot Black, The Mis¬

the World's Body

52:84

Review-Essay: Verse-Bouquets:
Poetry for the Earth; Post¬

WRIGHT, C. D.
Essay: W. S. Merwin, "The
57:23

WRIGHT, CHARLES

modern American Poetry;
Poems for the Millennium;
Burning Bright; Every Shut

Meditation of Form and
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51:62

David St. John, Study for

Event Horizon in Bar

Measure

The Family's Windy
Summer Night

understanding of Nature;

WINTER, JONAH

Bridges": Echo Rising

51:61

Peggy Shumaker, Wings
Moist from the Other World;

'Morning'?": Questioning
the Pilgrim
55:8
The Boardwalk
58:33

Valhalla, New York

The Mailman

YOUNG, DAVID

WIESELTIER, MEIR
Thin Livestock
The Fowl of the Air
Window to the Future

57:60
57:61

Reply to Wang Wei

Essay: Emily Dickinson, "I
tie my hat—I crease my
Shawl": Stinging Work
55:13

Patsy Cline
You Sat Under an Elm

53:90
Lives of the Artists
Review: James McMichael,
56:77
The World at Large

51:81

Eye Ain't Asleep; A Year
in Poetry

54:59

Essay: Emily Dickinson,
“There came a Wind like
a Bugle": Electric
Moccasins
55:39
Review: Thoughts on 125
Books and on Bruce
Beasley, Summer Mystagogia;
Nancy Willard, Swimming
Lessons-, & Gary Snyder,
Mountains and Rivers
Without End
56:68
Essay: W. S. Merwin, “The
Weight of Sleep": Caught
Breath
57:39
Review-Essay: Looking for
Landscapes: James Galvin,
Resurrection Update; Brenda
Hillman, Loose Sugar;
Charles Wright, Black
Zodiac
58:74
Essay: Sylvia Plath, "Elm":
Tree with an Attitude:
Reading Plath
Irreverently
59:16

Review-Essay: Bemusements:
Lee Upton, The Muse of
Abandonment: Origin,
Identity, Mastery in Five
American Poets
60:85
YU XUANJI
Washing Yarn Temple
Melancholy Thoughts
Selling the Last Peonies
Love Letter to Li Zi-An
Visiting Master Zhao and
Not Finding Him
Tribute to a Master
Alchemist
Sent to Secretary Liu
ZIMMER, PAUL
Bach
Because I Am Heir to
Many Things
ZWEIG, MARTHA
Dissociative
Where It Hurts

52:54
52:55
52:56
52:57
52:58
52:59
52:60
60:5
60:6
58:45
58:46
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arcia Southwick's third collection is, among
other things, a remarkable mirror of our

place and time. With unrelenting curiosity and
brio, she reflects our materialistic, shopping-ob¬
sessed, informationally-exploding, and deeply
confused culture right back at us, showing us the
world we live in with unflinching honesty and
compassionate affection.

"Southwick's poems are funny and touching, sparked by her gift for
expression and her expert use of collage and mimicry, but they
are also memorable in their cfuest to see us all, ultimately, in tenns of our
spiritual searches and our deeper needs. If we are lost souls, Soutbwick shows
us how hilarious our dilemmas can be and how, here at the aid

of the century, we flail around attempting to deal with them.
This is a book to treasure, read aloud from, and share with friends."
—David Young
Paper $13.95 ISBN: 0-932440-85-1

Oberlin College Press
Rice Hall, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 44074
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"This is a terrific book by
a terrific poet. Never has any poet,
anywhere, been so dark-minded and
at the same time so almost playful,
so childlike about it all.
A unique and major talent."'
-Donald Justice
Wright's voice and sensibility are distinctive, and the places he goes are
ones where not many writers are able or willing to venture. The dark world
of his poems, which face many of the hardest truths we must learn
to live with, is lit by humor, tenderness, compassion, and honesty. The
struggle to make beauty out of what is most resistant, to give articulation
to what refuses,most of the time, to be articulated, is the challenge that
Wright has undertaken and met, again and again.
For this edition, the poet has selected from the best of his previous
collections, in some cases making substantial revisions, and has added his
newest poems. The resulting collection is exciting in its breadth, consisten¬
cy, depth, and distinction.
Paper $16.95 ISBN 0-932440-83-5
Cloth $28.95 ISBN: 0-932440-82-7

Oberlin College Press
Rice Hall, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 44074
Tel: (440) 775-8408
Email: oc.press@oberlin.edu
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A rich testimonial to
the continuing vitality
of poetry today.
A collection
of the first
eighteen symposia,

Poets Reading
is a thoughtful
exploration of the
poetic legacy of this
century.
Essays on:
Emily Dickinson,
Gerard Manley Hopkins,
Wallace Stevens,
William Carlos Williams,
Ezra Pound,
Marianne Moore,
Anna Akhmatova,
Almost every year
since 1979, FIELD magazine
has celebrated the work of a major
modern poet in a unique symposium:
a number of current poets are invited
to choose favorite poems by the featured
poet and explore them in short essays.
The results have become one of the
most popular features of the magazine:
passionate, insightful, and often provoca¬
tive, the FIELD symposia reassert poetry
as a living art, charged with immediacy
and excitement.

Osip Mandelstam,
Eugenio Montale,
Robert Francis,
Pablo Neruda,
Theodore Roethke,
Elizabeth Bishop,
Robert Hayden,
Randall Jarrell,
William Stafford,
Miroslav Holub,
and W. S. Merwin.

Paper $25.00 ISBN 0-932440-84-3
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